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INFO VIEW

On a First-Name
Basis with Value
people to the research and allow them to
see for themselves what researchers and
executives—people external to the information profession—think of us and the
services we provide. Many of them have
come to the same conclusions regarding
our name and are eloquently communicating this message.

The Alignment Project research offers us a
vision of how to become the most important
people in our organizations.
BY GLORIA ZAMORA, SLA PRESIDENT

Some people seem to think that if you
are on a first-name basis with your
librarian, you’re spending too much
time in the library. I, however, see
something entirely different. See what
you think of the following statements:
If you are on a first-name basis with
your information professional, you are one
of the smartest people in your company.
If you are on a first-name basis with
your information professional, you value
your time.
If you are on a first-name basis with
your information professional, you are
saving your company money.
If you are on a first-name basis with
your information professional, you value
accurate, timely information.
If you are on a first-name basis with your
information professional, you know the
importance of information and where to
get the most bang for your buck.
That’s right—people who are on a
first-name basis with their information
professional are smart and observant,
and they recognize value. They know
how to save time and how to contribute to the success of their company.
They understand the value of information and know that their information
professional brings critical thinking

skills, expert analysis, knowledge of
resources, and research abilities to
the individual clients and projects he
or she supports. Furthermore, people
in the company who know this person
may be spending less time in the
library because their information professional is more than likely embedded
within the line organization—a valued
member of the research team and
essential to its success.
What’s wrong with this vision? Nothing.
Would any of us complain about this
scenario? Absolutely not. Now for the big
question: Is it believable? Yes, Yes, YES!
We have the tools to make this come
true. SLA’s Alignment Project has made
it possible for this to be the scenario,
and the reality, in each and every one
of our organizations. The Alignment
Project has given us the value-driven
language necessary to effectively communicate the importance of information
professionals in the workplace. As we
have stated throughout this project,
alignment is a “game change.” But the
research has made it evident that name
change is also a part of the plan.
I have been heartened as I have spoken to members across the association
about the Alignment Project. Rather than
make this a hard sell, I have tried to direct

More than a Function
The research reveals that we are much
more than a function and that we must
focus on and use language that communicates the knowledge and skills we
possess. In addition, we are much more
than what is communicated by the
boundaries of a place such as a library.
This is not to say that there isn’t a need
for libraries—there is, in schools and
academia and, to a lesser extent, in the
corporate setting. There is also a need
for some reference books and journal
collections as well as, in some cases,
a place for people to go and think, but
that has become less important in the
corporate world than it was in the past.
In many of my travels during the past
two years, I have visited our members
in their companies. In some cases
they have a physical library, but it has
become a much smaller place. What
hasn’t gotten smaller—in fact, what
keeps getting bigger—is the knowledge of information and technologies
that information professionals possess
and use to the benefit of their companies. Information professionals use this
knowledge and their ability to analyze
information to make their projects and

Dare to become the most important person in your company, the person who is sought out at the
beginning of a project, the person who is invaluable to the research team, the person with whom
everyone wants to be on a ﬁrst-name basis.
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companies successful. They are valued
on their teams.
I have also observed that my colleagues in academia are bringing these
same skills to bear on the services they
provide to students and professors.
Their library collections are essential,
but today’s students are using them
differently, and information professionals are filling a very different role in
teaching students the value of information and how to think critically. Our
information world is changing, and SLA
is working very hard to ensure that
information professionals are relevant,
valued and vital.
I was reminded recently of a presentation that Eugenie Prime made in
Seattle at SLA 2008. Eugenie said an
organization needs a vision to go places
it has never gone before. I believe the
Alignment Project has given us the
tools and language to articulate a vision
that will allow us to go beyond where

we have gone in these first 100 years.
Because of the Alignment Project, we
are changing the game and the name,
and we have a vision that is launching
our second century.
The theme of this issue of Information
Outlook is learning and education.
Here is the challenge I have for each
of you: Learn about and understand
the Alignment Project. Recognize the
changes that need to be made in our
profession. Understand the impact that
we as information professionals can
have on the success of our organizations. Learn how to communicate your
value. Decide for yourself if our name
conveys an image of individuals dedicated to providing quality service, individuals who contribute to the success of
their organizations.
After you do these things, you aren’t
finished—in fact, you’re just getting
started. Educate your colleagues and,
most importantly, your employer about

the value of information professionals
to the bottom line. Dare to become the
most important person in your company, the person who is sought out at
the beginning of a project, the person
who is invaluable to the research team,
the person with whom everyone wants
to be on a first-name basis.
Are you ready for this challenge? Will
you risk becoming this person? Will you
take up the challenge and Align in ’09?
SLA

27 - 30 JANUARY 2010
St. Louis Union Station Marriott • St. Louis, MO
If you’re a leader, you simply must attend the
2010 Leadership Summit. You will learn practical
skills to grow in your leadership role in SLA or
other volunteer organizations.
Featuring
Keynote Speaker:

JAMES KANE
Visit www.sla.org/2010LeadershipSummit
for more information and to register.

Creating the Future
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DUES INCREASE · ALIGNMENT PORTAL · CONFERENCE PAPERS · ETC.
SLA Board Increases
Member Dues for 2010
Facing a difficult economic environment
but wanting to ensure that SLA continues to provide programs and services
that can help information professionals
improve their skills and demonstrate
their value, the association’s board of
directors voted on 9 September to
increase annual dues by 15 percent
and create a new dues tier for members
earning more than $75,000.
The dues increase, only the second since 1999, was necessitated by
the rising costs of providing member services and by declining dues
revenues. During the current global
economic downturn, many information
professionals who have lost their jobs
have maintained their SLA affiliation
by shifting to a membership tier created in November 2008 for members
earning less than US$ 18,000. This tier
was intended primarily for members
in developing economies, but it now
includes many members in developed
countries who are unemployed.
Because of the decline in dues
revenues, SLA has had to eliminate or
curtail some services and operations,
including the annual salary survey,
new certificate programs, enhancements to the Web site, and software
upgrades. In addition, the staff size was
reduced by 18 percent, the frequency
of Information Outlook was cut from 12
to eight issues, and the Bretton Woods
conference was cancelled. Even with
these cutbacks, the cost to deliver

member services has continued to
increase and is fast approaching $600
per person.
Meanwhile, median salaries of special librarians in the United States
and Canada (as reported in the 2008
Salary Survey) continue to outstrip
cost of living increases. More than
one-fourth of SLA members earn more
than US$ 85,000, yet the association’s
dues structure was based on a US$
35,000 salary. For this reason, the
board added a membership tier for
those earning more than US$ 75,000.
The 15 percent rate of increase
reflects the rise in the U.S. Consumer
Price Index (CPI) since the last dues
hike in 2006. Even with the dues
increase and the addition of a dues
tier for high-earning librarians, SLA
membership costs less (and delivers
more) than membership in most other
library associations.
For more information about the dues
increase, visit www.sla.org/content/
membership/duesqa.cfm.

Web Portal Offers Access to
Alignment Project Resources
A wide variety of Alignment Project
resources, ranging from PowerPoint
presentations to videos to newsletter
and magazine articles, are available
through a new portal on SLA’s Web site
at www.sla.org/content/SLA/alignment/
portal/index.html.
The portal provides visitors with five
categories of resources, as follows:

2010 Dues Structure for SLA Members

 Explore: The research findings
 Define: How the research translates into a mission, vision, and
values
 Express: Tools for communicating
value
 Illustrate: Making SLA’s visual
identity consistent
 Promote: Promoting the association and profession
The Alignment Project is an initiative
designed to help refine the positioning
of the information profession in the
marketplace and provide a framework
for discussing the inherent value of
both the profession and the association. SLA teamed with an international communication firm (FleishmanHillard), an information analytics company (Outsell), and a futurist (Andy
Hines) to conduct the project.
SLA members are encouraged to use
the project research to sharpen focus
on the skills they possess and the
value they can add to organizations.
The research helps make a coherent
case for what special librarians are,
what they do, and what they deliver as
well as communicating their value with
clarity and consistency.
A
presentation,
“Positioning
Information Professionals for the
Future,” is especially helpful because it
provides guidance about the language
that best communicates value to corporate leaders. Other resources include
an Outsell report, “What Executives
Think of Information Management.”

Success Stories Wanted for
Presenting at 2010 Conference

FULL MEMBER
Annual earnings greater than US$ 75,000
Annual earnings US$ 35,000-74,999
Annual earnings US$ 18,001-34,999
Annual earnings less than US$ 18,000

US$ 200
US$ 160
US$ 114
US$ 40

STUDENT / RETIRED MEMBERS

US$ US$
40 40

ORGANIZATIONAL

US$US$
750 750

SLA is now accepting proposals for
papers to be presented at its 2010
Annual Conference in New Orleans.
The topics of the papers should be
related to library science, information management, research or other
issues pertinent to customer service,
technology, or administration in special libraries. Proposals will be judged
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on their relevance to the conference
theme, “Entering SLA's Next Century:
Let the Good Times Roll,” as well as
on the strength of their idea, quality of
writing, and potential member interest.
Proposals will be evaluated by a panel
of SLA members in a blind review, and
the best ones will be selected for development into full papers.
All papers must meet the following
requirements:
 At least one author must be a
member of SLA.
 At least one author must commit
to presenting the paper at the
annual conference.
 The proposal must be received by
the deadline.
 The paper must not have been
published in, or submitted to, any
other publication or conference
planning group.
 The author (and any co-authors)
must be willing to sign a copyright assignment form that will
permit SLA to use the paper in
various formats.
“If you have a success story to
tell your colleagues, we would love
to hear it,” says Chris Mulready,
chairman of the Contributed Papers
Committee. “We look forward to your
submission and to hearing how you
have broken rules.”
Guidelines for contributed papers,
including formatting instructions,
are available online at www.sla.org/
content/Events/conference/ac2008/
Conference/callforpapers/guidelines.
cfm. To see papers from SLA’s 2009
Annual Conference, visit www.sla.org/
content/Events/conference/ac2009/
Conference/contibpap.cfm.
Proposals are due 18 December
2009 and should be e-mailed to chris.
mulready@boeing.com.
Proposals
should be in the form of an abstract
of the paper and be 250-300 words in
length (roughly one page in 12-point
type). Between 12 and 15 proposals
will be chosen for development into full
papers; applicants will be notified of a
decision on 29 January 2010.
Completed papers and copyright
assignment forms must be submitted
6

no later than 7 May 2010. Authors will
deliver a 15-minute presentation of their
papers during a conference session.

SLA Joins Group Challenging
Google Book Settlement
SLA has joined forces with a coalition of
legal scholars, authors, publishers and
technology companies to help inform
policy makers and the public about the
serious legal, competitive and policy
issues raised by the proposed Google
book settlement.
The Open Book Alliance, whose other
members include Amazon, Microsoft,
the Council of Literary Magazines and
Presses, and Yahoo!, is one of many
groups questioning whether the settlement will promote the interests of consumers or serve to restrict access and
raise prices.
“We look forward to the day when
a completely electronic, searchable,
and universally accessible repository of
digital books brings untold value and
knowledge to individuals, organizations
and libraries,” says SLA Chief Executive
Officer Janice Lachance. “In the meantime, we are greatly concerned about
Google’s efforts here, and we believe
that the U.S. Department of Justice
must look into the full ramifications of
this settlement on issues of copyright,
access, affordability and privacy.”
The settlement stems from a 2005
copyright lawsuit filed by the Association
of American Publishers (AAP) and the
Authors’ Guild objecting to Google's
plans to digitize millions of books provided by research libraries. The parties
privately settled for $125 million and
proposed a scheme that would permit
Google to charge libraries and consumers for access to the digitized books.
The proposed settlement is pending
approval by the U.S. District Court for the
Southern District of New York. The deal is
also being investigated by the U.S. Justice
Department on antitrust grounds.
The Open Book Alliance can be
found online at www.openbookalliance.
org and on Twitter @OBAlliance.
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Survey to Gauge SLA
Members’ Use, Perceptions
of Information Outlook
How do SLA members use Information
Outlook? What types of content do they
want it to contain, and how do they
want that content to be delivered?
Through the end of October, SLA
members will have the opportunity to
answer these and other questions by
visiting sla.org and taking an online
survey. The survey is accessible from
the front page of the site and takes only
a few minutes to complete.
Answers to the survey will be shared
with SLA members in the December
issue of Information Outlook and on
sla.org. The answers will be used not
only to help focus the magazine’s
content to meet members’ needs and
make that content more accessible,
but also to help SLA develop an overall
editorial strategy.
The survey was developed in consultation with the Information Outlook
Advisory Council, which was appointed in June by SLA President Gloria
Zamora. The council helps determine
the editorial direction of the magazine
and recommends topics for themes
and articles. SLA

“IEEE is the best source in engineering
and computer science.”
—John Dupuis, Head, Science Library, York University
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Free Trial!
Experience IEEE Xplore—request a trial for your institution.

www.ieee.org/academic
IEEE Information Driving Innovation
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RECESSION IMPACTS AND OPPORTUNITIES · HIRING LIBRARIANS · ETC.
Study to Show How
Recession is Affecting
Content Buyers and Vendors
How are enterprise content buyers
adapting to the economic recession,
and what will that portend for content
vendors once the economy improves?
SLA, which serves the content
user community, and the Software
and Information Industry Association
(SIIA), which represents content vendors, are cosponsoring a research project to answer these questions. The
study is being conducted by Shore
Communications (www.shore.com), a
research and strategy consulting firm
serving the information industry.
The research project, titled “New
Rules of Engagement: Re-Tooling
Information Sales and Marketing for the
New Economy,” will combine both traditional quantitative analysis and first-person narratives gathered from information
professionals and executives. The dual
approach is designed to eliminate bias in
collecting input and to reveal behaviors
that are difficult to uncover using traditional research methods.
“Longstanding assumptions about how
buying organizations calibrate their purchasing of enterprise information services
are no longer valid,” says John Blossom,
president of Shore Communications.
“Information services vendors and their
clients must clearly understand how buying decisions are being made in enterprises, who is influencing them, and what the
gaps are between buyers’ new decision
making and the perceptions of vendors’
sales and marketing teams. There is a
great opportunity now to come out of this
recession prepared, but only if vendors’
game plans are based on objective and
unbiased insights.”
Both information vendors and information professionals are invited to participate in the study. Depending on their
level of participation, information companies will receive reports and detailed
and customized briefings on the study’s
findings, either through Web-based presentations or onsite events. Participating

SLA members also will have an opportunity, through Webinars, to be briefed
on the Shore findings and to receive a
summary report.
For more details and to register interest, visit www.shore.com/newrules2009.

Recession Offers Businesses
Opportunity to Innovate and Grow
Businesses that use recessionary periods to innovate and adopt new ways
of doing business can build a foundation for long-term growth, according to
research by McKinsey & Company.
A review of industry trends during the
2000–01 recession found that nearly 40
percent of leading U.S. industrial companies fell from the top quartile of their sectors, as did a third of leading U.S. banks.
In many cases, these reversals of fortune
resulted from disruptive innovations rather than from economic impacts.
“The history of recession is also the
story of technology advances that overturned the existing competitive order,”
write Jacques Bughin, Angela Hung
Byers and Michael Chui in a paper
titled Using Technology to Turbocharge
Innovation in a Downturn. “Digital computers were born during the Great
Depression, the Ethernet during the
1970s oil crisis, the IBM personal computer in the early 1980s recession,
and the World Wide Web [during] the
recession of the early 1990s. And it
was during the last recession, in the
early 2000s, that innovative companies
began staking out new leadership positions via the Internet.”
The authors foresee the Internet
enabling new innovations, including the
expansion of broadband data networks
and social applications and the development of powerful analytic software, that
will lead to dramatic growth. Broadband
technology, for example, is enabling
business professionals to connect with
peers and colleagues, share knowledge,
and collaborate on work projects. These
“digital workplaces” can be highly effi-

cient, providing a virtual marketplace
that matches specific individual effort
to the tasks at hand (a specialist, for
example, signing on to create a challenging software component). As a
result, they increase the possibility of
radically reducing the cost of innovation
and allowing much more talent to be
brought to bear in creative work.
The author’s conclusions notwithstanding, many companies fail to
encourage innovation during strong economic conditions, let alone downturns.
A recent poll by Deloitte Consulting LLP
found, for example, that 31 percent of
executives believe innovation happens
by accident at their company, while just
25 percent say their companies make
innovation a priority.
“Companies need to build innovation into their DNA instead of relying
on chance,” says Mark White, principal
at Deloitte. “Bad times in the economy
present opportunities for organizations
to refocus on innovation as a difference
maker for driving their business performance and being in the best possible
position to deliver results. That is why
in Silicon Valley, cycles of recession
are cycles of innovation. Web 2.0 and
semiconductors were churned during
a recession.”
The survey was conducted during a
Deloitte Webcast in July titled Vicious
Circle or Virtuous Cycle? The Balancing
Act Between the Mandate to Innovate
and Pressure to Optimize. Only 14
percent of survey respondents said
innovation is clearly defined within their
organization, compared to more than
67 percent who said innovation is either
very loosely defined or tackled project
to project. Additional polling results
included the following:
 Approximately 12 percent of the
respondents reported the word “innovation” is not applicable in their company’s structure.
 Innovation financed by “off the book”
funding was reported by 7 percent of
respondents.
 Almost 40 percent of respondents
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claimed innovation is handled project-to-project.
For more information about the
Deloitte study, visit www.deloitte.com/.

More Firms Outsourcing Their
Searches for Special Librarians
Roughly one of every four companies
that listed job openings for information
professionals in the New England (U.S.)
area during 2006-2008 used third-party
search firms, up from just 6 percent during 1997-2005, according to an update
of research originally reported in the April
2008 issue of Information Outlook.
James Matarazzo, a professor in the
Simmons Graduate School of Library
and Information Science, and Betsy
Bellissimo, who is completing her MLIS
degree at Simmons, found that the trend
toward outsourcing the recruiting function is especially pronounced among
employers searching for business management and insurance (B/M), science
and engineering (S/E), and law librarians. In 2006 and 2007, for example,
one-half of the vacancies posted for law
librarians were from search firms.
“Librarians and information professionals outsource many functions, but in
2006-2007 what had been an internal
function of recruiting was outsourced,”
Matarazzo and Bellissimo wrote in a
summary of their findings. “Whether this
is an unusual occurrence or the beginning of a trend remains to be studied.”
Matarazzo and Bellissimo reviewed job
vacancies posted on the New England
Jobline, which Simmons maintains as a
service for its students and others interested in library positions. For the years
2006-2008, a total of 194 positions were
posted, with vacancies for S/E and B/M
librarians being the most common.
In addition to the growing reliance on
search firms, the following key findings
emerged from the study:
 The number of job postings rose significantly from 2006 to 2007, with the
largest growth in vacancies for B/M
and S/E librarians.
 The share of job announcements
posted by private firms nearly dou10

bled, from 48 percent in 2006 and
2007 to 87 percent in 2008.
“The updated data for 2006-2008
suggest many of the same conclusions
from the previous study remain true,” the
researchers concluded. “Private company vacancies continue to exceed those
from publicly held firms. Positions in
business, sciences and law still account
for the majority of the vacancies, with
library services close behind. What is
new is the increased use of third-party
search firms in 2006 and 2007.”
For more information, contact James
Matarazzo at james.matarazzo@simmons.edu.

SLA Member to Be President of
Medical Library Association
SLA member Ruth Holst has been
elected president-elect of the Medical
Library Association, an educational
organization with more than 4,000
members around the globe.
Holst is associate director of the Greater
Midwest Region of the National Network
of Libraries of Medicine, a position
responsible for coordinating programs
that provide information to health care
professionals and the public throughout the Midwest. Since 2002 she has
been based at the Library of the Health
Sciences at the University of Illinois at
Chicago (UIC), one of eight regional
medical libraries within the National
Network of Libraries of Medicine.
Holst has published and spoken
widely about managing health science libraries and is the author of The
Medical Library Association Guide to
Managing Health Care Libraries. She
served as secretary of the board of the
association from 2001 to 2004 and
was named an MLA Fellow in 2002.
In 1990, she became the first hospital librarian to present the Janet Doe
Lecture at MLA’s annual meeting, an
honor granted to those with a unique
perspective on the history or philosophy
of medical librarianship. SLA
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SLA members Dawn Pointer McCleskey (seated) and Ginger Richards share ideas about remotely accessing their desktop computers. Such discussions
are a common example of informal learning, which studies show account for the bulk of adult learning.
Photo by Mark Reinertson, The Photo Group.
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Are You Ready
for Informal
Learning?
LONG CONSIDERED A POOR SUBSTITUTE FOR CLASSROOM-BASED INSTRUCTION,
INFORMAL LEARNING IS GAINING RESPECT AND ATTENTION FROM HUMAN
RESOURCES PROFESSIONALS, RESEARCHERS AND, INCREASINGLY, EMPLOYERS.
BY MICHAEL HANLEY, M.SC.

O

nce upon a time...

I was working as a mailroom clerk in a giant Boston insurance company. The company had
no formal mailboy-training program.
I just walked around for an unspecified number of days with a senior
mailboy, watching and learning, asking and listening. Then, one day,
when I was deemed fit and ready, I
walked around on my own. If I had
a question, I went over by the water
cooler, where the mailroom supervisor
waited. After a few moments of idle
chitchat, I asked, trying not to look
too dumb, “So, how do you refill that
postage meter stamp thing?” From

that moment on, I learned everything
I really needed to learn by the water
cooler. (Grebow 2002)
Changes in the world economy, an
exponential increase in the rate of
information dissemination, and a new
generation of computer-savvy adults
are forcing organizations and institutions to rethink their learning strategies. In today’s fast-paced world, people need learning that is immediately
available and relevant to their work.
The course-based approach—whole
days spent listening to classroombased instructors or taking multiple,
half-hour, Web-based training lessons—can’t do the job alone.

Enter Informal Learning
According to training industry analysts
Bersin & Associates (2009), informal
learning is “the next big thing.” But just
what is informal learning, and why is it
becoming a popular approach to facilitate the acquisition of skills, knowledge,
and expertise?
In 2005, Jay Cross articulated a
concept that many (including myself)
felt was an emerging trend in learning
and development:
I had to redefine all learning …
because the world is changing so fast.
The concepts we had when knowledge
was fixed in place, like something you
could put in a library, don’t work any-

MICHAEL HANLEY is a training and development consultant in Dublin, Ireland. He is a member of the Irish Institute of
Training & Development and consults on and develops training and learning solutions for a number of organizations and
institutions. He is currently researching approaches to measuring how workplace-based informal learning initiatives affect
employee performance in an organizational context. He maintains a Web site, http://michaelhanley.ie, and blogs about
learning trends at the e-Learning Curve Blog.
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more. So I look at all learning as adaptation to the communities that matter
to you, to your ecosystems, if you will.
Informal learning is simply that which
is not directed by an organization or
somebody in a control position.
More importantly, there is very good
empirical evidence to suggest that
about 75 percent of adult learning
occurs informally. Figure 1, based on
original research by Sally Anne Moore
at Digital Equipment Corporation in the
early 1990s and later repeated by universities, corporations, learning professionals, and even the U.S. Department
of Health and Human Services, graphically illustrates how much we learn
outside of formal training contexts.
In their 2001 report Communication
on Lifelong Learning, Holford, Patulny
and Sturgis defined the terms formal
and informal learning (see Figure 2). In
it, the authors highlighted the dichotomy
between the formal, goal-directed training initiatives approved and supported
by most organizations and institutions,
and the informal “learning at the water
cooler” approach that people most
commonly use. Michael Eraut (2000)
summed up what many researchers
were beginning to conclude when he
wrote, “Informal learning should no longer be regarded as an inferior form of
learning whose main purpose is to act
as the precursor of formal learning; it
needs to be seen as fundamental, necessary and valuable in its own right.”
Given the current economic climate,
there is an understandable rise in

Figure 1: Adopting and adapting account for roughly 75 percent of the learning curve, while formal
learning actvites account for the remainder.

interest in organizations’ exploration of
learning beyond the classroom. Many
commentators, including Stern and
Sommerlad (1999), assert that informal
learning “…has acquired visibility and
saliency [because it] sits at the juncture
of new thinking concerning the nature
of learning about new forms of knowledge, about the transformation of the
nature of work and about the modern
enterprise in a globalized economy”
(cited in Fuller and Unwin 2002).

Integrating Learning with Work
As a concept and set of practices, informal
learning—particularly in the workplace—
has entered a period of transformation.

Indeed, we can say that advances in
technology, the demise of manufacturing
industries, and the growth of service sector industries have even led to changes in
the concept of the workplace itself.
Formal workplace learning used to
occur in the classroom or via online
“e-training” courses. While these modes
of training are still important, a need
is emerging for learning that is more
closely integrated with work. There are
a number of reasons for this change:
1. Information overload is affecting all
workers. We can’t store all the facts,
details, and data we need to do our
jobs today, and more information is
created every year.
2. Immediacy of information is critical in

FORMAL VERSUS INFORMAL LEARNING
Learning Type

Description

Formal Learning

Learning typically provided by an education or training institution, structured (in terms of learning objectives, learning time or learning support) and leading to certification [my italics]. Formal
learning is intentional from the learner’s perspective.

Informal
Learning

Learning resulting from daily life activities related to work, family or leisure. It is not structured (in
terms of learning objectives, learning time or learning support) and typically does not lead to certification [my italics]. Informal learning may be intentional but in most cases it is non-intentional.

Figure 2: Formal learning typically has a specific focus, where as informal learning is often exploratory in nature.
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the workplace. With today’s fast business pace and a globalized economy,
employees may need to access a particular five-minute piece of learning that
will get them to the next step fast. This
means that learning must be available
in easily accessible “chunks.” It also
means that information and learning
tend to blur in the work environment.
3. The Internet generation works and
learns differently than its predecessors. Computer-savvy, twenty-something “digital natives” (Prensky 2000)
are very good at using technology to
find what they want. They are impatient and want to access information resources quickly. These workers
prefer to drive their own learning
rather than passively receive information from an instructor.
With these reasons in mind, I would
assert that managers need to look outside of the traditional human resources/
training domain to ensure they can pro-
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vide appropriate learning opportunities for
their people. Some of the most effective
emerging strategies include the following:
multiple-channel learning, Learning 2.0,
knowledge centers, and immersive learning simulations (serious gaming).
Multiple-channel learning. Multiplechannel (“blended”) learning is not
new, but it is becoming more common.
Multiple-channel learning uses a range
of learning modalities to train people
(see Figure 3). For example, a learning
module might include some classroom
learning followed by some self-paced
e-learning, with periodic online virtual
classroom sessions for discussions.
When learners reach a level of competence, they might be assigned mentors
who work with them on the job to support the training intervention.
However, no “magic formula” exists
for successful multiple-channel learning.
To implement it effectively, a training
professional must start by asking, “What
instructional blend is going to work best

given the kind of learner, the nature of
the content, and the skills needed?”
Learning 2.0. Learning 2.0 lets employees take more control of their learning
and knowledge-gathering activities. In
a sense, this is the very heart of informal learning. Learners themselves decide
what they need to know and how to find
information from a variety of resources,
both inside and outside of their immediate work environment (see Figure 4).
To facilitate this type of learning,
workers must have access to tools
that support subject-matter expertise
location, organization-wide information
searching, and online presence. Most
importantly, they must know how to
make optimal use of these tools.
Learning 2.0 requires a complete
change in mindset for many employers,
who think of learning as something that
happens in classrooms. Many people—
especially those from a pre-digital era—
are skeptical about informal learning
in the work environment. They think,

Click U 2009 Webinars
4 November 2009
Management and Leadership:
Which Hat Should You Be Wearing?
Presenter: Pat Wagner, Consultant, Researcher and Trainer

10 November 2009
SLA Presents: Ask the Copyright Experts!
International Copyright Law
Presenters: Frederic Haber, Copyright Clearance Center

www.sla.org/clicku
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Figure 3: Blended Learning. Blended learning encompasses different models of teaching, different modes of information delivery, and different styles of learning.

“Dollars allocated to learning are for
formal courses. I can track this, see
where the money goes, and quantify
some kind of return on investment (or
otherwise) for the money I spend.”
Even worse, in certain “toxic” workplace environments, individuals or small
groups engage in the unsavory activity of
empire building, whereby they attempt
to gain control over key projects and
initiatives to maximize their job security
and advance their careers. The tender
shoots of informal learning are inevitably
destroyed by the weeds of empire building. For informal learning initiatives to
be successful, an environment where
employees are expected to share rather
than hoard information must be formed.
Knowledge centers. A knowledge
center is a convenient, just-in-time location for information. It is a portal to
information, training, and shared knowledge. A formal knowledge center can
be part of an organization’s intranet (like
Moodle or SharePoint) or the knowledge
management component of a learning

management system like BlackBoard.
Informally, knowledge centers are “virtual water coolers” where people go for
the latest tips and tricks, FAQs, links
to external resources, relevant information, and other resources about a
specific topic that may not be directly
related to a formal course.
Knowledge centers must be useful,
up to date, and responsive to peoples’
needs. An organization must decide on
the most important knowledge center
topics, create a user-friendly site, and
populate it with information. Ideally, a
designated person should be responsible
for maintaining the knowledge center and
identifying appropriate resources for the
site. Informal knowledge centers can be
hosted on blogs, wikis, and discussion
forums that facilitate the capture and distribution of tacit and explicit knowledge.
Immersive learning simulations.
Simulations are models of the real world.
Add instructionally sound content, a
learning goal, learner involvement and
a gaming element, and the result is an

immersive learning simulation.
Of course, the challenge is getting the
right mix of learning and gaming. In my
view, it will be a few years before serious
gaming achieves its potential, but as more
three-dimensional social networking environments like Second Life (2L) become
available, it will become a more common channel for informal learning. There
are still some challenges associated with
immersive learning, however. According
to Bill Brandon (2007), “For typical nonstudents (employees), sitting through a
slide presentation and lecture in Second
Life is no more effective (and likely less
so) than sitting through the same dog and
pony show in a physical space.”
With this in mind, 2L does have potential—learning practitioners can use it to
create effective constructivist learning
environments. For example, if you need
to provide sales training, negotiation
skills, diversity training, or any other
communication-based skill, Second Life
might be all you need. Serious games
immerse people in virtual yet authen-
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Figure 4: Learning 2.0. In addition to offering different modes of delivery, Learning 2.0 puts the learner in charge and allows him or her to control the
learning experience.

tic situations where they can acquire
skills while making decisions and getting
immediate feedback on their choices.

On the Cusp of a Revolution
Informal learning tools like immersive
learning simulations, wikis, and knowledge centers and informal approaches like short learning segments and
user-driven content will continue to
grow. If people don’t see these learning
resources as part of their organization’s
learning and development programs,
chances are they’ll move to more progressive organizations that will acknowledge their learning and career development needs. Forrester Research’s
Claire Schooley (2009) suggests three
ways that organizations can begin to
implement informal learning:
1. Examine how you conduct employee
training;
2. Collaborate with business units to
develop the most effective learning
strategies; and
3. Use employee performance results
as the measure of successful learning experiences.
In my view, we as a society are on
the cusp of a knowledge revolution
akin to the socio-cultural shift made
possible by the general availability of
printed texts following the invention of
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moveable type and the introduction of
the printing press in Europe in 1440.
As this century unfolds, the skills used
by people will increasingly be those
that are complementary with information and communication technology.
Inevitably, informal learning will be
central to this revolution. SLA
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Education for
Changing Roles
IN THE MODERN WORKPLACE, LIBRARIANS MUST HAVE SKILLS THAT TRANSCEND
PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES AND BE ABLE TO MANAGE NOT JUST NEW TECHNOLOGIES
BUT ALSO PEOPLE AND PROJECTS.
BY GAYE F. COLVIN, MLIS

O

ver the past 10 years,
several studies have suggested a growing trend in
the placement of MLS*
graduates in roles and settings outside
of libraries. What implications does this
have for the future of our profession?
What types of knowledge and aptitude
are being sought by non-library employers? How have academic curricula been
revised to provide MLS candidates with
the training and skills necessary to
compete in evolving global knowledge
markets? Perhaps most importantly,
how can we as individuals and as
members of a broader professional
community best employ our critical
thinking skills and communication tools

to bridge gaps in knowledge, build
awareness, promote understanding,
and constructively frame the work of
our future in all its varied hues?

Tracking the Numbers
The Library Journal’s annual Placements
and Salaries surveys have reflected a
notable increase in the percentage of
MLS graduates placed in “Other” jobs,
rising from 1.9 percent in 2002 to 16.7
percent in 2007 (Maata 2003, 2008).
Stephanie Maata of the University of
South Florida, who administers the surveys, says “Other” placements include
positions in “nonprofits, museums,
Fortune 500 companies, and medical

facilities” and in “agencies such as
consulting, e-commerce, financial services, and interactive marketing” (Maata
2008). Her preliminary findings from
the 2008 annual survey suggest a slight
downturn (13 percent) in “Other” placements, although not all responses had
been tabulated as this article went to
press. She questioned the potentially
*For the purposes of this article, the
term “MLS graduates” is used generically to refer to graduates from master’s
degree programs in library science or
combined library and information degrees that are accredited by the American Library Association (ALA).

GAYE COLVIN works with the Mountain Area Health Education Center (MAHEC) in Asheville, North Carolina, managing
health science students’ clinical rotations and coordinating research, grants, publications, and quality improvement initiatives for the Division of Family Medicine. She holds an MLIS from the University of North Carolina-Greensboro and was
the 2008 recipient of the North Carolina SLA’s Sara Aull Paper Award. She can be reached at gaye.colvin@mahec.net.
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Have universities found ways to serve as consensus builders
between the “old guard” and “next generation” librarians and
information professionals?
lower percentage of “Other” placements
for 2008, saying they “may be an anomaly due to the nationwide economic
situation, with both public and private
agencies being impacted” (2009).
Jose-Marie Griffiths of the University
of North Carolina’s School of Information
and Library Science recently reviewed
preliminary results from the “Future of
Librarians in the Workforce” study, a
joint initiative of the Institute of Museum
and Library Services (IMLS) and academic and professional stakeholders. Among other findings, the study
revealed that an average of 22 percent
of MLS graduates do not go into library
jobs (Griffiths 2009).
These studies clearly indicate that the
number of MLS graduates not working
in library settings has grown markedly
over the last several years, from less than
2 percent of the overall MLS graduate
workforce in 2002 to 13-22 percent in
2008. To some extent, this growth has
resulted from technological advances
and changing markets. Technological
developments over the past 10-20 years
have affected the scope and definition
of MLS graduates’ job titles and employment (Marcum 1997; ALISE 2000; Dority
2006; Shontz and Murray 2007). These
changes have sometimes resulted in the
elimination of jobs in more traditional
settings but may have also helped create
options for those seeking opportunities
outside of libraries.
For example, reviews of job ads for
library and information professionals in
the United States and Australia found
“an increase in required computer and
IT skills” and noted that “project management skills are in demand” (Kennan,
Willard, and Wilson 2006; Kinkus 2007).
The Australian study suggested the
emergence of a “composite information
professional with a wider variety of skills”
(Kennan et al. 2006).
Other studies have echoed the call
for a wider skills base. An evalua22

tion of Kuwait University’s LIS program
emphasized that “the information market needs a new breed of professionals who possess relevant capabilities
and competencies in today’s changed
context” (Marouf and Rehman 2007).
Specifically, the analysis noted that the
“needs of the corporate sector” require
today’s graduates to “be equipped with
fresh sets of professional and behavioral
capabilities” (2007).
In The World is Flat, Thomas L.
Friedman characterized the new
“middlers” of the 21st century workforce as “knowledge workers” who
will maintain careers in the global
marketplace through a blend of technological savvy and people and information management skills. Friedman
suggested that the new knowledge
workers’ ultimate challenge will be to
emerge as the “great collaborators,”
“orchestrators,” “synthesizers,” and
“explainers.” Many MLS programs
have already incorporated training
focused simultaneously on increased
technological capabilities and greater
development of skills in human interaction and behavior, teaching, team
coordination, and management.

Broader Career Paths
A number of scholars and independent
information professionals over the past
decade have asserted that MLS graduates possess knowledge, skill sets, and
expertise that are easily transferable to
other types of roles and settings outside
of libraries (e.g., ALISE 2000; Wallace
2002; Dority 2006; University of Western
Ontario 2007; Gordon 2008). Ulla de
Stricker, an independent information
and knowledge management professional (as well as a speaker, trainer, and
author), noted in 2000 that traditional
library settings and roles have shifted in
response to changing business conditions and technological innovations:
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From the neatly defined roles reflected
in library school courses of the mid-’70s
to the thousands of job titles collected
in the Special Libraries Association’s
recent salary survey, we librarians or
information professionals definitely
aren’t what we once were. If we play our
knowledge management or ‘knowledge
engineering’ cards right, there are very
few areas in any organization in which
we won’t have a significant contribution
to make. Corporate portals, intranets,
extranets, guardianship and mining of
the corporate memory, design and creation of new information flows, negotiation for content licenses, e-commerce
applications—the list of functions for
which we didn’t even have terminology
when we took our first professional jobs,
but now stand qualified to perform, is
long and growing.
David Grossman, reflecting on his
30-year career as a traditional librarian,
information specialist, vendor, database
creator, Web site manager, electronic
map producer, and independent writer
(to name just a few), wrote, “Although
I never worked again in a traditional
library after that initial job, every subsequent position involved creating, managing, or distributing information. It was
the underlying information management
and organization skills acquired in my
library training and subsequent database development work that separated
me from the rest of the pack” (2006).
Jill Hurst-Wahl, an independent
information consultant, digitization and
competitive intelligence expert, and faculty member at Syracuse University's
School of Information Studies, noted in
a 2006 presentation to the University
of Buffalo’s School of Informatics that
skills are as important, if not more
so, than a diploma. “Business clients
only want to know what skills I have
to locate the information they need, if
I understand their business/industry,
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and what I’m going to do to deliver (and
how much it will cost),” she said. “The
degree doesn’t matter to them. Now,
with my library clients, I do tell them
that I have an MLS, because it matters
to them and they see me as an equal
(and I’ll use library jargon with them).”

Educational Focus
How are universities adapting and
updating MLS programs to meet the
increasing demands of the broader
job markets now available to graduates? How do the ALA standards
guide curriculum development without creating “cookie-cutter” degree
programs? As the percentage of graduates working in non-library settings
has steadily increased, have universities adequately addressed how this
affects the relevancy and currency of
program offerings?
The ALA’s accreditation standards
for master’s degree programs (2008)
address broad areas of professional

practice, including “information and
knowledge creation, communication,
identification, selection, acquisition,
organization and description, storage
and retrieval, preservation, analysis,
interpretation, evaluation, synthesis,
dissemination, and management.”
Carol Tenopir of the University of
Tennessee-Knoxville says that the ALA
accreditation standards are not very
“proscriptive,” thus creating the opportunity for schools to “set their own goals
within the framework of the standards
and then work to meet those goals”
(2009). Jill Hurst-Wahl agrees, saying
the standards permit schools to “offer
a variety of electives, allowing students
to customize their degree toward what
they want to do. The courses taught,
the faculty hired—everything is geared
toward what they want their reputation
to be and the type of students they
want to attract” (2009).
Over the past 20 years, numerous
schools offering the MLS degree have
dropped “library” from their names as

a way of strategically framing their academic offerings and helping to steer
graduates toward broader professional
targets. The most recent example is the
decision earlier this year by Rutgers
University (New Jersey) to change the
title of its School of Communication,
Information and Library Studies to
the School of Communication and
Information. Although the school will
continue to offer the MLIS degree, it
says the name change “respond[s] to
the information revolution and the fastpaced changes occurring in the fields
of communication, information, and
media” (Rutgers 2009).
While Rutgers dropped the word
“library” from its name, many other
schools are opting to replace it with
the word “information,” a trend that
has sparked a range of reactions. John
V. Richardson, Jr., professor in the
Department of Information Studies at
UCLA, calls the trend “simply the latest” but notes that most of his students
still go to work in libraries (2009).

NPG’s ﬂexible site license model enables
you to select the journals most important to your
organization. Choose from high-quality publications
from Nature Publishing Group and Palgrave Macmillan
to create a site license that matches your requirements and
your users’ needs. No bundles. Total ﬂexibility. Your choice.
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Syracuse’s Jill Hurst-Wahl, meanwhile,
thinks the name debate entirely misses
the point.
“The ‘L-word’ versus the ‘I-word’—
there’s a whole controversy around
this,” she says. “I think it’s very important to not be hung up on the name
or title of our degree but what our skill
sets are, i.e., having the ability to talk
about what we do without talking about
the ‘L word’ or the ‘I word’ but instead
being able to say that ‘these are the
skills I have and these are the things I
can do for you’” (2009).

What Skills Do
Employers Want?
So, what skill sets do employers want
us to have? According to Ulla de
Stricker, some of the biggest issues
facing businesses include search and
document management as well as
“usability and workflow—the design
of work systems, flow, and process”
(2009). The tendency among many
employers, she says, is to delegate
these issues to people with technology backgrounds, who lack what she

calls “a search-ability and find-ability”
perspective. “Some businesses,” she
says, “think all you have to do is
purchase a document management
system” (2009).
De Stricker feels that training for
MLIS graduates needs to focus more
on human relationship and management skills. “It doesn’t matter that
you went to a second-tier school,” she
says. “Can you run this office? Can you
sell this office? Can you do team leading? I think most business leaders want
to know if you can do for them what
they need done” (2009).
Stephen Abram, immediate past
president of SLA and vice president of
innovation at SirsiDynix, concurs. “In
my opinion, there is a severe gap on
the output side of most library schools
to train people in soft skills, such
as management, leadership, relationships, and interviewing,” he says. “It
seems like the pendulum has swung
way too strongly toward technology
skills. We can hire technology people
to do that; what we’re worried about
are the ‘flashpoints’ between the tech
content and human behavior” (2009).

Carol Tenopir says she is hearing
“mixed feedback” about MLS graduates from employers in many fields. “In
non-traditional settings, there is still a
huge gap in communication, at least
initially,” she says (2009).

Building Connections
As we move into the next decade,
how can we ensure that the views
of emerging graduates, scholars, and
business leaders are effectively solicited and incorporated into academic
and professional-level strategic planning and program development? How
do concerns about the education and
training of future colleagues intersect
with SLA’s Alignment Project and its
“sharper focus on value”?
Some suggest there is an ongoing
split between old and new factions, an
either/or dichotomy that has forced constituencies to take a stand at either end
of opposing spectrums: antiquated versus modern, manual versus electronic,
human versus computer, print versus
digital, library versus information, and so
on. Are we developing a middle ground?
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Have universities found ways to serve
as consensus builders between the “old
guard” and “next generation” librarians
and information professionals?
Perhaps the greatest challenge lies in
the daunting task of continuing to build
and reinforce connections within and
among our sometimes highly territorial
domains, from academia to business
and across public and private sectors.
As our collective professions—comprising old and new standard bearers
alike—encounter widely disparate ideas
about what constitutes “real” librarians
or “true” information professionals, we
will continue to be faced with finding
a common language and a compatible
vision to guide us through the changes
and “advancements” yet to come.
With this in mind, I recommend
that further exploration be conducted
in these areas: (1) MLS programs’
outcomes and placement data; (2)
feedback from business leaders and
graduates in non-library settings regarding the adequacy and effectiveness
of training; (3) curriculum revisions in
terms of relevancy and currency; (4)
the diverse needs of practitioners in
library and information fields; and (5)
the role and involvement of professional
associations in addressing issues and
challenges facing newly emerging MLS
graduates. SLA
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Developing a
Succession Plan
for a Library
PREPARING FOR STAFF TURNOVER AND ENSURING LEADERSHIP CONTINUITY REQUIRE
CAREFUL AND DELIBERATE PLANNING, FREQUENT AND TACTFUL COMMUNICATION,
AND A COMMITMENT TO IMPLEMENTING RECOMMENDED CHANGES.
BY JENNIFER MCMAHAN AND MICHELE MASIAS

T

he last few years have seen
a wave of retirements at the
Justice libraries (the libraries in the U.S. Department
of Justice’s litigating divisions), followed
by the addition of a number of new staff
members. Looking at the demographics
of the remaining staff, of whom 44 percent are eligible to retire within the next
four years, it is clear that more turnover
will follow in the not-too-distant future.
Recognizing this trend and its implications for the future of the organization, the director of the Justice libraries, Blane Dessy, formed a committee
of library staff members in early 2007
to draft a succession plan for the
library staff within one year. It seemed

a simple and reasonable goal, except
no one on the panel knew what a succession plan looked like.

Getting Started
The members of the Library Succession
Planning Group (the authors plus seven
other librarians and library technicians)
began educating ourselves in a manner
typical for librarians: we developed a bibliography. The bibliography comprised
literature from various library-related
resources, state and federal governments, the private sector, nonprofit organizations, and universities. Research on
mentoring, leadership, and knowledge
management was especially helpful, as

we discovered elements that were particularly relevant to succession plans
and recommendations that we decided
to include in our own plan.
To familiarize ourselves with the elements and characteristics of a succession plan, we reviewed plans from both
internal and external sources, attended
programs (such as the Federal Library
Information Center Committee’s joint
spring workshop, “Envisioning the
Future: What Will Your Library Be Like
in 5, 10, or 20 Years?”), and consulted
with Randy Bergquist, assistant director
for learning and workforce development
at the Department of Justice. From
these activities, we learned that succession planning involves assessing the

JENNIFER MCMAHAN (left) is supervisory librarian at the U.S. Department of Justice.
MICHELE MASIAS (right) is a law librarian at the U.S. Department of Justice and has been
an SLA member since 2002.
The Justice libraries Succession Plan is available on the AALL Federal Law Libraries Caucus
Web site at http://www.aallnet.org/caucus/fllc/SuccessionPlanningReport.pdf.
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The skills we identiﬁed as lacking mirrored what the literature
states are the most important competencies for the future
success of an organization: vision, leadership, technological
capability, and the ability to plan and evaluate well.
current organizational situation—taking
into consideration rapid technological advances, shrinking budgets, and
diminishing physical space—and preparing the workforce for the future.
It also involves developing a plan to
implement deliberate and systematic
tools to ensure leadership continuity
in key positions, retain and develop
intellectual capital for the future, and
encourage individual advancement.
Reading the literature and looking
at other succession plans helped us
determine the elements we needed to
include in our plan and the format it
should take. After coming across a succession plan created by the DOJ budget
staff, we decided on the same format—
an outline with bullet points that was
very clear and easy to read—for our
plan because we wanted it to be a set
of concrete observations and recom-

mendations that could be implemented,
not the equivalent of an academic term
paper on succession planning.

Assessing the Workforce
From our conversations with Randy
Bergquist, who has hands-on experience with succession planning, we
learned there are four ways to achieve
staff development:
 “Buy it” by recruiting from outside the
organization or through a contractor;
 “Buy it to grow” by hiring staff at one
level with the expectation that they will
grow into the position;
 “Grow it” with existing staff through
training and professional development; or
 “Borrow it” from other staffs on a temporary or rotating basis.

He also talked to us about different ways we could assess our staff to
identify skills that might be lacking. One
approach is to conduct focus groups,
which we decided not to pursue because
we wanted to get input from as many of
the staff as possible. Another method is
to have employees and supervisors rate
themselves and each other. We thought
that resembled a performance rating,
and we wanted to steer clear of anything
that could make the staff think that
this process could have negative consequences for them. The third idea he
mentioned was a workforce assessment
survey, which we liked because it could
be anonymous and, we hoped, relatively
painless for the staff while still giving us a
snapshot of our overall skill levels.
A key task in conducting an assessment
like this is identifying skills on which staff
members can rate themselves. Fortunately,
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A survey of librarians at Justice libraries found that the skill sets most lacking are those that are most important for the future success of an organization.
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competencies for librarians and technicians at Justice libraries had been developed a few years earlier, so we used those.
To create the assessment tool, we listed
the skills in a table and asked staff to rate
their proficiency in each skill area relative
to (1) the degree of competency they felt
they already possessed, (2) the degree
of competency they felt was needed to
accomplish their work at that time, and (3)
the degree of competency they believed
would be required in the future. The proficiency scale ranged from 1 to 5, with 1
corresponding to basic awareness of the
skill and 5 reflecting expert knowledge.
We kept the survey fairly short (about a
page and a half) in hopes people would be
more likely to complete it. Approximately
56 percent of the staff answered the
survey questions, which gave us a good
sample from which to collect data. We
translated the data into graphs (one for
the librarians, a similar one for the technicians) to identify where gaps existed
between the skills the staff possessed
and the skills they felt they needed, both
currently and in the future. The skills we
identified as lacking mirrored what the
literature states are the most important

competencies for the future success
of an organization: vision, leadership,
technological capability, and the ability
to plan and evaluate well.

Communicating Our Intentions
An important aspect of the assessment
survey was our communication with the
staff. Asking workers about their jobs, skill
sets, and competencies can make some
of them nervous and prompt thoughts like
“Are they trying to run me out of here?”
or “Am I not performing my job adequately?” It is vital to calm anxieties by tactfully
emphasizing that you are merely preparing for the inevitable turnover caused by
retirement and getting the library staff’s
“bench strength” ready so that when the
time comes, you will be prepared to keep
the team as strong as possible.
We used a variety of methods to make
sure staff were informed about and comfortable with our intentions and understood that the process would benefit them
in the long term. First, we familiarized
them with succession planning by creating a PowerPoint presentation highlighting how technology has changed our

lives, both personally and professionally.
We created and wore buttons that alluded
to retirement and used them to start conversations about succession planning.
We also encouraged them to complete
the workforce assessment by presenting
a skit about all the positive things that
would happen to a staff member who
completed it. When we finished our plan
and were ready to present it to the library
staff, we developed another PowerPoint
using the analogy of climbing a mountain
and the different stages of the journey,
which we correlated with our recommendations in the succession plan.

Finalizing the Succession Plan
Once we had collected the information
from the workforce assessment, we needed to decide the focus of our plan. Of all
the steps in our process, the most crucial
were the conversations we held on this
topic and the different experiences we all
brought to the table. While reading and
hearing about other points of view were
helpful, our own experiences were vital
to our understanding of the changes that
could most benefit the staff.
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Like the librarians, the library technicians at Justice libraries said they were most in need of training in the areas of leadership, technological capability,
vision, communication, and planning and evaluation.
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As a result of our discussions, we agreed
on the following goals for our plan:
 Provide continuity and retain institutional knowledge;
 Improve the recruitment of new librarians and technicians; and
 Ensure employees have the tools they
need to do their jobs well today and in
the future.
When we wrote the final plan, we
chose to focus on five major elements
that we felt would support these goals.
The five elements were as follows:
Leadership. How can we identify and
encourage leaders at all levels? Subparts
of this element included items on mentoring, leadership training, professional
organizations, and team building.
Professional development. How can
we grow the skills/knowledge we need
with the staff we already have? This
section included information about
the workforce assessment as well as
recommendations on the number of
training hours required, the implementation of individual development
plans (IDPs), self-assessments, and
new employee orientations.
Knowledge management and information sharing. How can we capture and
share the institutional knowledge we
have? Recommendations for this section included a cross-training program,
written procedures for each library
and job function, best practices documents, the use of a knowledge base, a
staff bulletin board, and a method by
which the staff could better communicate with management.
Future hiring. How do we attract the
best employees to fit the needs we
have? This section included recommendations with regard to job announcements, networking with local library
schools and professional organizations,
and internships.
Mentoring. How do we maximize
staff potential and attract quality candidates? Recommendations for a structured mentoring program were laid out
in this section.
For each element of the plan, we organized a subcommittee of two or three
people based on the experience and
32

interests of the panel members. Each
subcommittee was responsible for writing
that element and then sharing it with the
full committee for review and comment.
After all five elements were written, we
wrote a brief introduction that outlined
the purpose of the plan and described
the process of developing it. We also
developed addenda that included a copy
of the assessment survey results and the
comments we received.
Succession plans often identify specific staff members to receive special
training and/or professional development opportunities, but our plan did not
do so, nor did it mention specific positions that would need to be filled in the
event of retirement. Our plan was developed so that opportunities for professional development would be available
to all staff members, thereby enabling
the Justice libraries to maintain a robust
staff with the skills needed to tackle the
challenges of the future. Training has
been a priority for the Justice libraries
for many years, so much so that librarians are required to complete at least
40 hours of training each year and
library technicians are required to complete 32 hours. By targeting the needs
of the staff as a whole, the committee
members felt the plan reflected one of
the comments on the workforce assessment survey: “Leadership can come
from anywhere in an organization.”

Implementing the Plan
After completing our succession plan, we
made a presentation to the staff and held
a series of meetings with library management. Thus far, the following recommendations have been implemented or are in
the development stage:
 A new employee orientation checklist
has been developed and is in place.
 A committee was established to develop
a curriculum using the DOJ online training system. Classes aligned with the
skills gaps highlighted by the workforce
assessment were identified, and a curriculum of these classes was developed
and made available to the library staff.
 Written procedures for each library
have been developed, and a “best
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practices” document will be culled
from the procedures documents.
The implementation of IDPs for management staff is beginning this year.
Starting next year, it will be a requirement for all staff.
A cross-training program is being
developed, with a launch planned for
October.
A mentoring program for new employees has begun and is being developed
further to align with the committee’s
recommended mentoring practices.
A staff wiki and discussion board are
being explored; in the interim, an area
on the virtual library that is accessible
only to staff has been developed and is
being used to house information that is
considered useful for all staff to know.
Procedures for using the “Ask a
Librarian” knowledge base were developed, and the database is being used
to capture research questions.
Modifications and/or enhancements
to the government hiring system are
being explored to allow the DOJ libraries to use the system to our advantage
in future hiring.
An anonymous question-and-answer
box that employees can use has been
added to the virtual library.

It has been gratifying to see that so
many of our recommendations have
been implemented or are being developed, and we hope that our work will
assist the Justice libraries staff in reaching its full potential now and in the future.
Based on our experience, we offer the
following suggestions to those who want
to create their own succession plan:
 Ensure involvement from staff members in different positions and levels of
the organization.
 Read a wide variety of library and nonlibrary literature.
 Keep your plan simple and to the
point. Make an action plan rather than
an academic paper.
 Make sure all staff know that this process is for their benefit.
 Make sure you get buy-in from management and follow up with them
frequently to discuss implementation
plans and goals. SLA
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SLA MEMBER PROFILE

An American Robin perches on a juniper. Known for its cheery song and warm orange breast, the robin is a common sight on lawns but can make its home
in a variety of habitats. “When the robins sing at sunset, it reminds me of being at my grandparents’ house when I was a kid,” says Jacalyn.
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10 Questions:

Jacalyn Spoon
SHE’S ADDED THOUSANDS OF VOLUMES TO THE LIBRARY SHELVES,
BUT JACALYN SPOON PROBABLY DOES MORE TO ADVANCE THE STUDY
AND CONSERVATION OF BIRDS WHEN SHE CONDUCTS WORKSHOPS AND
BOOK READINGS WITH CHILDREN, TEACHERS AND COLLEGE STUDENTS.
BY FORREST GLENN SPENCER

A

ccording to the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service,
watching birds (“birding”)
is the most popular sport
in the United States, with more than
51 million participants ranging from
backyard enthusiasts to renowned scientists. The Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
located in Ithaca, New York, serves as
a vital resource for these birders and
anyone else interested in birds, their
habitats, and their behavior. Lab staff
conduct research, encourage people
to respect and value birds, promote
the conservation of bird habitats, and
help expand our knowledge of birds
through education.
The Adelson Library, Cornell’s 20th
and newest library, provides support for the lab and for scholarly
ornithological communities around
the globe. SLA member Jacalyn C.
Spoon, a self-described “very casual
birder,” is the administrator of the
Adelson Library. She recently talked
to Information Outlook about the
library, the lab, and her work.

Q: Tell us about the Adelson Library and
the Cornell Lab of Ornithology.
The Adelson Library is embedded
within the Cornell Lab of Ornithology,
which is a membership organization—it
has about 29,000 members. The library
primarily serves the 259 research faculty, staff, visiting fellows, students,
and volunteers at the Cornell Lab. It
also serves the lab’s members and the
worldwide birding community. About
30 percent of our visitors are from the
birding community.
Adelson is mostly focused on ornithology and related subjects, such as biology, conservation, animal behavior and
wildlife management. The library also
holds books on birds in art and fiction.

The library was built in 2003 with
member donations, and it’s beautiful.
Constructed with locally quarried stone
and finished with cherry woodwork and
furniture made by a local craftsman, it
embodies the spirit of conservation without being rustic. It’s full of natural light,
thanks to a wall of windows overlooking
Sapsucker Woods Pond, and even has a
fireplace to cozy up to in the winter. It’s
been the envy of many visiting librarians.
Q: What are your duties at the library?
What was the library like before you
came on board, and what have been
your contributions?
Prior to 2003, the Cornell Lab of
Ornithology owned a small collection

FORREST GLENN SPENCER is an independent information
professional based in Baltimore. He can be reached at
fgspencer@gmail.com.
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of books. With the addition of dedicated library space in the new building,
donations of books and journals were
collected from members to establish a
10,000-volume library.
When I began working at Adelson, all
of the books and bound journals had
already been cataloged and were on the
shelves. I’ve added more than 3,000
volumes over the past five years. The
responsibility for selecting new titles is
shared between me and Linda Stewart at
the Albert R. Mann Library, the main life
sciences library at Cornell University.
In 2008, I launched the Cornell
Lab of Ornithology Gallery of Bird
and Wildlife Art, an online art collection. This was a joint effort by several
departments at the lab and at Cornell
University. It’s amazing how many
people it takes to pull a project like this
together. Since the launch of the gallery, I’ve served as the registrar for the
art collection of the Cornell Lab.
On a day-to-day basis, I manage the
paper, book and journal collections
of the Cornell University Museum of
Vertebrates and the Macaulay Library,
which are also housed in this building. I’m the keeper of all statistics big
and small that are required by the
Association of Research Libraries, the
Association of College and Research
Libraries, and the National Center for
Education Statistics, and for internal

Name: Jacalyn C. Spoon
Joined SLA: 2004
Current Job: Library Administrator, Adelson Library,
Cornell Lab of Ornithology, Cornell University
Experience: It depends—I view my work prior to
completing my MLS degree as professional work. I
completed my MLS in December 2003; I took my
cataloging position in August 2000. The position I have
now did not require an MLS to apply.
Education: AAS, Musical Instrument Technology, SUNY Morrisville; BA,
Anthropology, Ithaca College; MLS, Library Science, SUNY at Buffalo
First LIS Job: Library, State University of New York, Morrisville College
Biggest Challenge Today: Not taking budget cuts personally

use. I’m also the designer of the Adelson
Library budget, the explainer of the
budget, and the cutter of the budget.
I maintain four public computers
within the library, which also has two
scanners and a printer available. This
is a conservation organization, so I
encourage people to scan the resources they need instead of printing them,
with the idea that they’ll save paper. I
try to do my part as well—I’m a member of our composting team, and we
take turns taking home a bucket or
two of compost daily. In fact, I was the

recipient of a Green Thumb Award in
April 2009 for my conservation efforts
at the lab!
I participate in as many outreach
activities at the lab as is humanly possible—assisting at art openings, Kids
Discover the Trail events, our Migration
Celebration, and many other activities. I
offer a birders’ resource workshop each
year to students in the lab’s spring Field
Ornithology class as well as to alumni
weekend visitors, Teacher Education
Day participants, and special groups
requesting instruction. All in all, the

The Cornell Lab of Ornithology and the Adelson Library are housed in the Imogene Powers Johnson Center for Birds and Biodiversity. At left is the visitor
entrance to the library.
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library hosted 26 workshops and 48
tours during 2007-2008.
Q: Is the Cornell Lab of Ornithology
unique, or are there other libraries with
the same focus?
Audubon societies and bird sanctuaries often have collections of ornithology
titles in a dedicated space, if they have
a building for birding. Most universities
offering degrees in biological sciences
have a collection of ornithology titles.
When I contact our journal exchange
partners, I try to ask about their library
collection. I also want to encourage other
ornithology librarians to contact me.
Q: Describe your professional development as a special librarian and how
you came to Cornell.
I worked full-time at the Ithaca College
Library while earning my bachelor’s
degree and master’s degree in library
science from the State University of
New York at Buffalo. Beginning around
1986, I was an active member of the
New York State Library Assistants’
Association (NYSLAA) for many years.
I was on the committee to create a
constitution and then the committee
to create bylaws for the association. I
was also on the committee to create a
certificate of achievement, then sat on
the first review board. I’m currently the
listserv manager.

I learned to listen better during my
undergraduate studies in anthropology. It’s
a necessity for all librarians and something
we need to learn as early as possible in life.
As the first librarian at the Cornell Lab
of Ornithology, I’ve been trying to figure
out what they need me to do besides
the traditional library management stuff.
I primarily work with ornithologists, and
they don’t know exactly what I can do
for them, so I’ve spent some time marketing my skills to them.
Since the digitization of our art collection, I’ve seen a need for advanced
knowledge of copyright issues. I had
already completed several workshops
and had a background in working with
library reserve materials, but I wanted to pull it all under one umbrella,
so I decided to take the Copyright
Management Certificate taught through
Click University by Lesley Ellen Harris.
At Cornell University, there are many
opportunities to work with librarians
who are recognized leaders in our
profession. As a solo librarian it can be
difficult to get away from the library,
but I’ve tried to take advantage of
opportunities as they arise. I’ve joined
campus committees and worked from
a distance. I’m a member of the

Citation Management Committee,
which has taught me more about End
Note and RefWorks and has exposed
me to some of the other management
citation programs.
I think all this activism began when I
was just a little kid. I was a Girl Scout.
Q: How much did you know about
ornithology going into the job?
Very little; I was a very casual birder.
When I interviewed for the position, I
likened my becoming an ornithology
librarian to becoming a medical librarian. You don’t have to be a doctor to
find the information to enable the doctor to cure the patient—you need to
be a good librarian. You don’t need to
know what every scientific word means
or the symptoms of every disease to
start a search. You need to start with a
thorough reference interview and end
with a thorough search and a summary
of the information available so the client
can do his or her job.
I learned to listen better during my
undergraduate studies in anthropology.

The Cornell Lab of Ornithology and the Adelson Library look out over Sapsucker Woods Pond. The Sapsucker Woods Sanctuary, a natural wetland,
comprises 225 acres of land, four miles of trails and more than 230 officially documented species of birds. At right is the entrance to the lab.
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I primarily work with ornithologists, and they don’t know
exactly what I can do for them, so I’ve spent some time
marketing my skills to them.
It’s a necessity for all librarians and
something we need to learn as early as
possible in life.
Q: You mentioned your outreach work.
Give us a little more detail about what
you do, such as at kids’ events and
Migration Celebrations.
In conjunction with the Education
Department at the Cornell Lab, the library
offers a children’s book reading series
and participates in the lab’s annual
Migration Celebration with book readings, crafts and games. I learn something every time by expanding on the
topic of the kids’ book we are reading.
I do whatever needs to be done to get
people to attend our events and ensure
the events come off smoothly. I often
teach a class I call the Birders Resource
Workshop. I teach people how to use
the databases and resources that the
lab has created, such as eBird, All
About Birds, The Birds of North America
Online, Bird Sleuth, and the Macaulay

Library catalog, and I also toss in a little
library instruction on how to continue
learning more about birds. Depending
upon the group, I may also teach them
how to use BIOSIS, Web of Science, or
Zoological Record or introduce them to
our art databases, such as the Gallery of
Bird and Wildlife Art, the Fuertes image
database, and the Hill Collection, or
simply teach them how to search in the
library databases. Usually I have more
information to show my customers than
they have time to learn.
During kids’ events, we usually play
bird songs from the Macaulay Library
collection in an effort to help kids learn
to identify birds by sound and understand that birds make many different
sounds for various reasons. We also
perform a hands-on activity, such as
a craft project. For parents, I will often
find an article they can refer to just in
case they want to learn more about the
topic we discussed with the kids.

Q: How have recent economic
conditions affected your work, the
library and the lab?
The Cornell Lab of Ornithology is a
membership organization and as such
will probably feel the effects of the economic slowdown more deeply in the
coming year. Right now we are seeing
a reduction in income from endowments. Every department, including
the Adelson Library, had to cut spending for the just-ended fiscal year and
make even deeper cuts for the 20092010 fiscal year.
Through attrition, I’ve lost a part-time
assistant and all of my casual staff. I’m
currently relying on one work-study
student, with approval to hire a second.
I also rely on volunteers. I’m trying to
keep reductions in service to a minimum, but the cuts mean I will not be
hosting workshops in the fall.

At left, Jacalyn Spoon hands a book to Anita Seaberg, a volunteer assistant at the Adelson Library. Volunteers perform a wide range of duties at the library.
At right, Jacalyn helps a staff member at the lab find information.
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Q: You are the Solo Division’s professional
development chair. Tell us how you got
involved with SLA and describe your
activities in the Solo Division.
I was introduced to SLA in 2004 by
my library supervisor, Janet McCue.
She thought it would be a good fit for
me. She was right.
I feel like I’m still getting my feet wet in
SLA and the Solo Division. I really like all
the people I have met, especially Rene
Shoemaker, Hildy Dworkin, and Tom Rink.
They’ve all made me feel so welcome.
Whenever I attend a conference, I try
to help out in some way. I usually try to
stop by the booth or meeting site that
is the designated home of my organization and offer my assistance—just like
when you go to someone’s house for
dinner and help clear the table or do the
dishes. It’s a great way to get to know
people and feel useful.
At the SLA 2009 Annual Conference, I
was the moderator for the Solo Division’s
“New Face of the Special Librarian:
Embedded Librarians,” which was great!
This was my first real function as the
professional development chair. I was
enrolled in the Copyright Management
Certificate session and shared my experiences with other members.

I’ve been trying to keep up with the
board list and the division list and help
out where possible. I’m looking forward
to helping with planning for the 2010
SLA Annual Conference. I’m also the
local area coordinator for the Upstate
New York Chapter of SLA. In fact, I
helped plan a one-day conference we
had at the Cornell Lab of Ornithology
last spring.

ant when using others’ work, but I want
to make sure that our writers are keeping their copyright and we can use our
own work legally.
I’ve been considering a PhD program
and found one recently that I think fits
what I want to learn. But with the reduction in staff, I’m not sure I have the time.
So, I decided that this ClickU certificate
is my test of time and effort.

Q: What comes next for you in your
professional development?
As a solo librarian, it’s hard sometimes
to separate myself from the Adelson
Library. I often say “we do” when I
should say “I do.” I’m trying to separate
my personal self from the identity of
Adelson Library.
I’m working on my ClickU Certificate
in Copyright Management and have
been learning a lot about international
copyright and corporate copyright. The
Cornell Lab of Ornithology publishes a
few journals and we get requests for
use of our art, so we need to make sure
that someone is keeping an eye out for
looming copyright issues. I’ve hosted
two copyright workshops at the lab
already and plan to roll out others. We
not only want to stay copyright compli-

Q: You know this final question is coming:
What’s your favorite bird, and why?
My favorite bird is the American
Robin. When the robins sing at sunset,
it reminds me of being at my grandparents’ house when I was a kid. I’m an
only child, and the time I spent at their
house included playing with my cousins
and visiting with my aunts and uncles.
We all gathered together on Sundays in
the summer. When I hear a robin sing,
I am transported back to that happy
time. [Visit http://macaulaylibrary.org/
audio/94257 to hear the song.] SLA

The Adelson Library is designed to maximize natural lighting and provide scenic views of the Sapsucker Woods Sanctuary. Architectural elements were
added to the building to lessen the risks of birds colliding with the windows.
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Changing Your
Game through
Alignment
FIVE INFORMATION PROFESSIONALS SHARE PERSONAL ACCOUNTS OF HOW THEY
MADE CHANGES TO BETTER ALIGN THEIR SKILLS AND RESOURCES TO SUPPORT
THEIR ORGANIZATIONS’ MISSION AND PRIORITIES.
COMPILED BY DAVE SHUMAKER AND JILL STRAND

A

re you a little fuzzy about
SLA’s Alignment Project?
Are you wondering how
it’s supposed to benefit
you, and what it’s got to do with your
job and your daily work routine? Have
you heard that it’s mainly about a
name change for SLA, or that it’s just
another initiative that will be gone and
forgotten by 2011?
Well, as SLA President Gloria Zamora
has said, “Alignment: it’s not just a
name change, it’s a game change!”
It’s really about something we all
need to do—figure out how to align
our priorities with the goals of our
organization’s leaders, do the work our
organization needs us to do, and com-

municate our value in language that
connects with our audience. The aim
of the Alignment Project is to develop
focus and cohesion around who we
are, what we stand for, and what we
deliver as information professionals.
To do this on the macro level, SLA
partnered with a pubic relations firm
(Fleishman-Hillard
International
Communications), a market research
and advisory firm (Outsell), and a strategy consultant (Social Technologies) to
review the existing data and conduct
research with focus groups composed
of C-level executives and information
technology, marketing, human resources and information professionals. The
project findings address perceptions of

the value and role of information professionals as well as the language that resonates most strongly with executives. You
can view a condensed, easy-to-absorb
presentation about these findings in
“Positioning Information Professionals
for the Future” on sla.org.
On a personal level, it’s up to each
of us to identify what our employer
needs from us, determine how our
unique skills and strengths mesh with
the direction our organization is heading, and learn how to talk so our boss
will listen. We can use the Alignment
Project results to help us meet these
challenges, and we can also learn
from others who have already put the
findings to use. Following are first-

JILL STRAND manages the Information Resources Library at Maslon Edelman Borman Brand, a law firm in Minneapolis, Minnesota. She is
past president of the SLA Minnesota Chapter, an alignment ambassador, and chair of the SLA Public Relations Advisory Council (PRAC).
DAVE SHUMAKER is a member of the PRAC and clinical associate professor in the School of Library and Information Science at the
Catholic University of America.
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person accounts from SLA members
who have taken some innovative and
successful approaches to their own
alignment challenges.

Opening a Channel to the Top
Susan Fifer Canby is vice president
for libraries and information services
at the National Geographic Society
in Washington, D.C. She has found
that aligning her organization depends
heavily on maintaining a direct communication channel to the society’s
senior executives, and she’s seen the
impact of the alignment process on
the level of recognition and rewards for
librarians there.
Six years ago, when the libraries first
began reporting to Chris Liedel, the
chief financial officer of the National
Geographic Society, my staff and I
asked him for two things: to help us
with our value proposition and to find
a way to bring us to the table when
information was needed. Over the past
six years, we have increasingly provided
competitive and business information to
the senior vice president-level staff, but
only indirectly to the Society’s president.
This information has taken the form of

“After [our president] reviewed
the media outlook we compiled,
he forwarded it to his entire
executive team to incorporate
into their planning.”
— SUSAN FIFER CANBY
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trends reports, business analyses, daily
business intelligence reports, and presentations for executive offsite retreats.
This year, when John Fahey, our
president, began to reset the threeyear course for the society, he asked
for information from the libraries. Chris
took the opportunity to have us meet
directly with John to review his information needs and ask questions.
Working with other members of the
library research staff, we compiled a
media outlook that synthesized key
charts from major industry reports and
news. After John reviewed the report,
he forwarded it to his entire executive
team to incorporate into their planning.
At that opportune moment, my boss
negotiated with John to sign off on three
promotions I had requested for my
staff—this during a time when very few
promotions were being approved.

Making the Company Smarter
Jill Stover Heinze is a research analyst
at Affinion Loyalty Group in Richmond,
Virginia. She has found that the recession has increased demand for her
skills and enabled her to achieve
greater visibility and responsibility in
her organization.
One of our company’s top executives
once described my position as “the
person who helps make everyone in the
company smarter.” While I can’t take
credit for my colleagues’ considerable
smarts, being the company’s eyes and
ears in the marketplace positions me
to shape strategy within our organization, particularly during times like these
when the marketplace is in turmoil.
Since the recession took hold in late
2008, our firm, like many others, has
been forced to innovate at a rapid pace.
Innovation touches nearly everything
in our company today, including product development and communication
strategy. As a result, there is a high
demand for updated information and
marketplace assessments and, in turn,
the services I provide.
I now have a seat at many strategy
meetings, including biweekly meetings with our president, which allows
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“Through my participation in
strategy meetings, I’m better
able to identify information
gaps that I am uniquely able
to ﬁll.”
— JILL STOVER HEINZE

me to directly apply my research
findings to specific, high-priority initiatives. Through my participation in
strategy meetings, I’m better able to
identify information gaps that I am
uniquely able to fill. By identifying and
addressing these niche needs, I’ve
been able to carve out special opportunities for myself.
One of the most successful examples
of this is my work informing the company about emerging legislative and
regulatory changes that will affect our
financial services clients. I’ve facilitated
discussion sessions, led sales trainings,
and developed educational materials
about the legislative process, recent legislation, and potential economic impacts
of legislation. My work helps my internal
clients bring this special knowledge to
bear on sales meetings, industry publications, and client advisory services.
By carving out these special areas of
expertise, I’ve been able to build a reputation as the go-to person on specific
topics in addition to general market information. The depth of information I can
provide in these areas differentiates my
services and promotes them throughout
the organization. I’ve even begun to
field requests from our corporate parent

ALIGNMENT PROJECT

and gained new opportunities, such as
leading new employee training on key
marketplace developments.

Recommitting to Your Employer
Eileen Boswell is librarian at the
Community Transportation Association
of America in Washington, D.C. She
took the novel approach of re-interviewing for her job after about a year,
which increased her level of engagement with the position and her supervisor’s understanding of her value to and
potential for the organization.
I was hired as a solo librarian in
November 2007. After six months I
began to have concerns about how to
prioritize my duties, given that I had
virtually no deadlines or structure. The
newness of the position had worn off
and what had seemed like chaos was
now a dull, disorganized feeling that I
didn’t want to endure much longer.
As my one-year anniversary
approached, I needed some feedback
in advance of my performance review
to help me get a sense of how well I
was doing the job as I understood it.
I asked my boss if we could talk. We
went for coffee and I posed a few hypo-

“My re-interview had become
a knowledge management
exercise as my boss and I
discussed how I could better
align my work with his goals.”
— EILEEN BOSWELL

thetical situations.
First hypothetical: I leave after completing a year in this job. Would my
employer replace me? What skills/talents/personality would they be looking
for in the ideal candidate? That line of
questioning confirmed that I was probably the right person for this job, but I
had to ask tougher questions to really
get the most out of this exercise.
Second hypothetical: I agree to stay
beyond one year, but want to know
what I should do or think about to gain
more structure and guidance in my
role. This situation led down a road that
I had foreseen but was glad to have
confirmed—that my work is chaotic at
best and another candidate would not
be likely to view it differently.
Third hypothetical: I am the person
interviewing for this job in the first
hypothetical situation and asking many
of the same questions I probably asked
in my interview a year ago but which
I could not have understood then as I
do now. These questions include the
following: How is the print collection
organized? Is it cataloged? What portion
of the job is devoted to managing the
print collection? Is there downtime in
this job? What would I do during downtime? What is our work exactly?
At this point, my re-interview had
become a knowledge management
exercise as my boss and I discussed
how I could better align my work with
his goals and those of the organization.
Over the next hour we identified 12 key
topics on which our firm focuses and
then made a list of the top three staff
members responsible for each topic.
This helped me see how I could better
prioritize incoming research requests.
I then asked my boss, “What tasks
can I look forward to doing in a 20-year
career here, given the scope of our
mission and organization?” We worked
together to develop a list that ranged
from writing magazine articles to helping conduct marketing and training
activities to analyzing data to performing
in-depth content work on key issues.
After my re-interview, I felt I had
acquired a fresh understanding of my
role and our organizational scope and

“Playing a lead role in
knowledge management has
been beneﬁcial for aligning the
library with attorneys’ needs.”
— BOB OAKS

mission. This has helped me move forward with a better idea of how to manage my responsibilities and a stronger
sense of my contribution to our work.

Aligning a Library and
Records Organization
As chief library and records officer
at the law firm of Latham & Watkins,
Bob Oaks sees aligning the library with
the firm’s needs as a daily duty. Bob’s
emphasis is not only on aligning his
own priorities, but also ensuring that the
library and records functions and each
member of the staff are also providing
the services the firm needs most.
My role is both outward-facing, as
the visible face and voice of the department to the firm, and inward-looking,
as I am responsible for conveying the
objectives and programs of the firm to
the library staff.
As one of the chief officers of the firm,
I participate in senior management
and partner meetings where strategic
initiatives are discussed. This allows
me direct access to the ideas and
plans that drive the firm, which I then
use in structuring library training initiatives, identifying new subscription
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databases, and providing other forms of
information support. I also actively seek
membership on appropriate attorney
committees—which are important to
how my firm is governed—as well as
many working groups and ad hoc teams
of attorneys and staff that coalesce to
address the needs of individual practice
groups. Participating in all these groups
allows me to widen the range of support
the library provides.
Playing a lead role in knowledge
management has been beneficial for
aligning the library with attorneys’
needs. The KM staff work directly with
attorneys and technology staff to create new intranet sites, wikis, blogs and
other platforms for sharing information.
For instance, a cross-department attorney practice group was formed earlier
this year to handle work related to the
government’s economic stimulus package. KM and library staff were part of
the group from the beginning and thus
learned how the attorneys envisioned
the practice developing. They were
able to contribute recommendations for
resources and research services that
would support the practice.
In two other recent instances, attorneys who chair our company representation and mergers and acquisition
practices approached me with ideas
for expanding our information services.
Each wanted us to provide a form of
more specialized support. I asked for
volunteers from among our reference
librarians and selected a support team
for each practice group. Our research
demands have increased for each
group, in terms of both the number of
questions being asked and their complexity, as the attorneys have come to
realize that the reference support team
is developing a deeper understanding

“Beyond my day-to-day
responsibilities for teaching
and consulting, I have assumed
other responsibilities to foster
interdisciplinary collaboration.”
— MICHELE TENNANT

of their practices.
The success of these two instances of
aligning library services with the needs
of our attorneys will probably spur other
such initiatives within the firm. I am
always looking for more and better ways
to provide library services and welcome
the challenge of meeting requests.

Aligning with—and Shaping—
University Strategy
Michele R. Tennant is bioinformatics
librarian and assistant director of reference, education, and information management at the University of Florida
Health Science Center Libraries. As
Michele’s role expands, she finds herself not only aligning with strategy but
helping to shape it.
In my role as bioinformatics librar-

ian, I serve on the Executive Committee
of the University of Florida Genetics
Institute. I participate in drafting the
institute’s strategic plan and have the
lead responsibility for the section on
bioinformatics. The institute’s strategy
calls for a highly collaborative, interdisciplinary approach. Success requires that
we involve researchers from a variety of
disciplines and include specialists from
the Health Science Center, other parts of
the university, and other institutions.
Beyond my day-to-day responsibilities for teaching and consulting in the
use of specialized genetics and bioinformatics information resources, I have
assumed other responsibilities to foster
interdisciplinary collaboration. I scout
for faculty across all departments to
affiliate with the institute, and issue
invitations to them. I lead the institute’s
seminar series and have the primary
responsibility for selecting and inviting
speakers. I also serve on the Planning
Committee for the Florida Genetics
Annual Conference, and will be the
conference chair for 2010.
My contributions and those of our
other librarians have been rewarded
in several ways. The Genetics Institute
pays my salary and funds my professional activities, including participation
in technical conferences and SLA. In
August, I attended the International
Congress on Medical Librarianship in
Brisbane, Australia. I was a key contributor on a recent grant received by
the Health Science Center and am now
a co-investigator, along with the director
of the fledgling biomedical informatics
degree program and two of my library
colleagues, on another grant that we
hope to receive soon. Not long ago, I
received an unexpected promotion at
the institute’s initiative.SLA

Now It’s Your Turn
Have you used the Alignment Project findings to make a difference in your organization? Are you inspired to follow
one of these examples? Please share your story with us on the SLA Alignment wiki (http://wiki.sla.org/display/align/
Member+Alignment+Stories). Inspire and guide other SLA members by sharing what worked, what didn’t work, the most
valuable thing you learned or gained, and how your efforts changed your role and value within your organization. Don’t be
bashful—after all, we’re each other’s greatest resource!
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Introducing

Issue 1 launches January 2010
■

All-electronic with innovative web functionality

■

Twice-monthly issues, publishing ASAP Articles
continuously

■

Now accepting submissions

■

First articles published November 2009

■

Complementing the Journal of Physical Chemistry,
the #1 most-cited journal in physical chemistry

Responding to the scientifc
community’s need for:
■

More focus – a single source for letters, instead
of spreading letters across the Journal of Physical
Chemistry A, B, and C

■

More value – continuing the journal’s tradition of
high quality and low cost-per-article

■

More speed – fast web publication and letters are
fully citable when posted to the web

Authors gain rapid web
Readers easily view
publication and ability to physical chemistry’s
get cited sooner
full scope
■

■

■

Authors need publication speed for their urgent
research results. The Journal of Physical Chemistry
Letters will deliver it via a new streamlined
editorial structure.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters will
have the shortest time from submission to web
publication available among physical chemistry
journals – estimated at 6 to 8 weeks from
submission to web publication.
Authors also beneft from their letters having
a full citation, including page numbers, when
posted on the web as an ASAP Article and prior to
being collected in an issue.

■

■

Physical Chemistry is a broad and
multidisciplinary feld, but also one that is
increasingly integrated.
The Journal of Physical Chemistry Letters will
enable scientists from all areas to save time while
viewing the full range of important, upcoming
developments in one source.

Contact your ACS Account Representative for
institutional web subscription pricing.
For more information go to www.pubs.acs.org/JPCL

Your Corporate Library: Open All Hours!
Give your employees round-the-clock access to cutting-edge
business knowledge

My most limited resource i s time.
time
me My m
mos
ostt valuable
able asset iiss kn
knowledge.
ow
Thanks to getAbstract, I can absorb more knowledge in less time. That’s a great return on investment!
Bob Eccles, Senior Fellow, PricewaterhouseCoopers Professor, Harvard Business School
Your employees love your library and are eager to discover
new ways of learning. However, with tight deadlines,
meetings upon meetings and different working locations,
accessing the books that can help solve their business
challenges becomes difﬁcult.

Why getAbstract?
Thousands of companies have subscribed to getAbstract’s
library. Here are a few reasons why:
● Mobility: Give your employees control of their own
learning. Transform commuting time into proﬁtable
learning time. Our summaries are easy to ﬁnd and get
you to the main ideas of each book fast, saving you
countless hours.
● Simplicity: With as few as two clicks, your people
can access any title in a range of formats. We add to
this by suggesting fresh, relevant books each week.
RSS feeds, podcasts and customized competency lists
further enhance accessibility and offer an ideal way to
communicate about strategically important company
issues.
● Knowledge sharing: getAbstract’s Virtual Business
Forum lets your staff members discuss the latest titles
and generate a wealth of new ideas and applications.
What’s more, employees can participate directly from
their desks. The forum helps foster innovation and
problem solving, and adds variety and depth to both
blended and classroom-style learning.

getAbstract’s learning solution gives your corporate library
an important new element that extends far beyond its four
walls.

How getAbstract Makes it Happen
getAbstract has the world’s largest online collection of
business book summaries. Enjoy these as PDFs, audios, or
on your iPhone, BlackBerry or Kindle. Give your employees
the tools to read, comprehend and grow by incorporating
expert knowledge from leading business authors.
getAbstract produces 50 new summaries every month
– more than other providers upload in an entire year!
Additionally, we own the world’s largest selection of audio
summaries for MP3 players and iPods.
Simply put, we have the content your staff members need
to know, be it Leadership, Innovation, Productivity, Strategy,
Marketing & Sales, Finance, Customer Service, Time
Management, or Personal Development. As a taster, here
are three bestsellers you can ﬁnd only at getAbstract:

Get to Know getAbstract
Contact us for a free corporate trial.
Find out today how to bolster your firm’s competencies,
drive innovation and foster self-organized learning.
Go to: www.getabstract.com/information

Corporate Solutions
getAbstract works directly with corporations to provide customized
learning solutions. Leading global companies such as Microsoft,
Boeing, Qualcomm, Pepsi and many others have integrated
getAbstract into their learning and talent development strategies.

INFO TECH

Adopting an
Informal Learning Strategy
Some things are best learned on the fly, incrementally,
rather than in classrooms or through structured educational
systems or processes.
BY STEPHEN ABRAM, MLS

This issue’s theme is “Learning and
Training.” There are loads of ways to do
that formally. What with Click University
and all of SLA’s partners, you can earn
degrees, continuing education credits,
and certificates very easily (well, not
that easily—you also have to attend the
classes and do the work). But formal
learning and training aren’t what I’d like
to discuss in this month’s column. I want
to talk about informal learning, including
where to do it and what to think about it
for the next few months.
Where does informal learning happen?
It happens in more ways than you may
be consciously aware. Even though I focus
on professional development, there’s no
rule that says it has to happen professionally, with professional colleagues or
through a professional source. Indeed,
sometimes you find out about things you
need to learn—key stuff that’s necessary
to know for professional purposes—in the
most unlikely places.
For example, mainstream media like
TV and radio help us know when something new has moved from the early
adopters to the civilians. Think of when
you noticed that morning talk shows
were on Facebook and MySpace and
interacting with their audiences. Recall
when you first noticed that CNN was so

fully tweeted that it became annoying.
Remember the great race when Ashton
Kutcher was heading for one million followers, beating Obama and others?
This is an opportunity for insight and
learning. You learn that something has
escaped into the world of relationships
and needs to be understood. It is an
understandable expectation of librarians
and information professionals that we will
be able to discuss something like Twitter
in the context of our host organization’s
needs and the public at large. Indeed,
social media are now clearly essential for
competitive intelligence and brand reputation research. So, you can find things
to learn and know when they become a
priority just by watching mainstream TV
with a critical eye.
I also learn by sitting in lobbies, bars
and coffee shops. I just look around.
When did I first notice that most, if not
all, people were looking at their phones
at the end of their arms and not holding
them to their ears? What was I seeing?
Was it the emergence of Bluetooth earphones? Yes, a little. Were they checking the time? Sometimes, but they were
looking at the handset for too long.
What I was seeing was the social emergence of texting, phone based e-mail and
handset surfing. Over time I saw music,

podcasts, streaming media, games,
YouTube, and everything else hit people’s
phones. By the time these devices became
pains in the neck in meetings, it would
have been too late to adapt my game early
enough to make a difference.
It is incumbent on librarians and
information professionals to know about
these technology delivery changes well
in advance of their users. I’ve owned
many different digital phones, and I can
evaluate the consumer and business
effectiveness of many of them. I find
e-book readers in this part of the wild,
too. What’s next?
The family party or cookout is a great
opportunity to see many different behaviors on display. These events are more
multi-generational than our usual work
environments, so I can see differences
and similarities in how people talk, what
they talk about, how they adapt to things
like personal devices and Websites, and
which social media they prefer. How
many times have I returned from a party
and been “friended” by someone who
was there? More times than I can count.
Think of family members and acquaintances as indicators of both the consumer
market and the diversity of employment
situations and levels. You can see behaviors in, and hear opinions from, a wide
range of people—everyone from soccer
moms to audit partners (sometimes in
the same person). This is especially useful if your information operations have a
mandate to serve beyond your own staff
or to develop Web sites for the public or
your customers at large. It’s wonderful
when employers can depend on their

STEPHEN ABRAM is vice president of innovation for SirsiDynix and chief strategist for the SirsiDynix Institute. He is the
immediate past president of SLA and an SLA Fellow, and in June 2003 he was awarded SLA’s John Cotton Dana Award.
He is also past president of the Ontario Library Association and the Canadian Library Association. He is the author of Out Front
with Stephen Abram and Stephen’s Lighthouse blog. This column contains Stephen’s personal views and does not necessarily
represent the opinions or positions of SirsiDynix. Stephen would love to hear from you at stephen.abram@gmail.com.
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information professionals to provide an
understanding of the widest range of
information and technology behaviors to
support enterprise strategies.
Lastly, I find that there are virtual
community spaces that are probably
my most effective informal learning
environments. I learn from link recommendations shared by my Facebook
friends and Twitter followers all the
time. I certainly learn from the 1,000plus blogs I read.
I make sure to follow both library and
non-library blogs for a more rounded
view. I even have a few old-school discussion lists in my mix. I surf a little (OK,
a lot) and read random and professional
periodicals. In short, I learn in a lot of
places and ways. I even read a book

information professionals and librarians,
we have a vested interest in the result of
this court decision. It’s complicated and
multi-faceted, covering concerns about
copyrights, equity, access, monopolies
and more. SLA has been involved for
quite a while with partners both inside
and outside the profession.
The basics of the settlement can be
learned informally, and then you can
take that knowledge and engage with
peers to develop your opinions about the
case. Many of us have talked with folks
from Google and with those on different
sides of the case (as well as those who
are neutral) at SLA, the American Library
Association and the IFLA. If you like soap
operas like “Mad Men,” this is the issue
for you to follow. SLA needs our mem-

Sometimes you ﬁnd out about things you need to learn—
key stuff that’s necessary to know for professional purposes—
in the most unlikely places.

occasionally. People expect librarians to
be better informed.
None of the above scenarios are formal, and yet I think in my adult years I’ve
probably learned more from these experiences and sources than from my formal sources like conferences, seminars
and courses. I am not being black and
white here—we obviously need both. I
just think informal learning styles need
a strategy and a little more respect. And,
realistically, some things that are very
important to our work need to be learned
informally, on the fly, incrementally. This
can especially apply to emerging issues
and technologies where there is no consensus yet on the “right way.”

Issues for Informal Learning
What things might suit themselves to an
informal learning strategy? Let’s consider
four things that are current in the world of
SLA that I believe we need to learn about.
The Google Book U.S. Settlement. As
48

bers to be well informed on the concerns
at the confluence of copyright law, digitization and content. Add this one to your
list of alerts if you haven’t already.
The SLA Alignment research findings.
SLA has invested heavily in what our
members told us was their most critical issue—communicating their value to
their non-librarian employers. Now we
have the data and insights to support a
strategy for communicating our value.
This research has been available on
the SLA Web site for several months, and
many members, including the leadership, have invested time in formal and
informal engagement with the research
results. They’re very powerful. So
make sure your informal learning strategy allows time to engage with the SLA
Alignment research. It shows you which
words to use to increase understanding
of your value by C-level executives.
Don’t fall into the trap of merely focusing on the name of our association. Yes,
the alignment research results include a
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small amount of data showing that the
name “Special Libraries Association”
works against us in positioning us for
success as a profession and as an association. And as a research-respecting
profession, we know that if we want to
change the game for us all, we must
change the name.
Some will try to steer you that way and
let the tactical trump the strategic and
visionary. The real path is the one that
empowers us all for success—communicating our value on all levels and with
our association’s support.
Some new technologies, like social
media. Yes, you can take courses in
nearly every social media site and type,
but it’s not necessary for starting out.
You’re a librarian—just get in there and
dig around! Save your training dollars for
advanced training and development in
social media.
Begin by checking out the thousands
of free videos in Click University. Set up
your sites and profiles, or just try the ones
recommended in the SLA 23 Things
environment. Learn what you need to
know to discuss them in an intelligent
and informed way with your colleagues
and discard the ones that aren’t needed.
It’s as simple as that. These sites don’t
have to be a marriage commitment every
time—just think of them as a blind date
to start off with.
What do you care about? What does
your employer really need? Pick something that will make a real and positive
difference in your organization’s success, then become the local expert or
the person the local expert depends
upon. That’s what we do, really. What
new alerts and RSS feeds did you set up
this week?
You’re all awesome. Now get more
awesome! And let someone in power
know that you’re fantastically valuable,
too. Align in 09! SLA

INFO RIGHTS

Benefiting from
Copyright Ownership
Libraries need to understand the value of their own
intellectual property and be vigilant in protecting it from
unauthorized use.
BY LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS

In libraries, much of the time we spend
on copyright issues relates to compliance and legally using copyright-protected materials. There is sometimes
a tendency to overlook the value of
one’s own intellectual property and
thus to neglect learning how to protect
that content and perhaps profit from it.
In fact, copyright management in any
library or enterprise should be seen
from two perspectives—as a creator
and owner of content and as a user or
consumer of content.
This column usually takes the perspective of libraries as consumers,
but this particular article will focus on
the library as creator/owner of content. From this perspective, a library
would need to first conduct an audit
of the content it owns. This would
include content purchased outright (for
example, a consultant’s report if the
rights have been assigned to the library/
enterprise) but not any licensed content
such as licensed electronic databases
and periodicals, as these can only be
used according to the terms and conditions in the license agreement. If, however, the library has created a database
for keeping track of licensed works, the
software for that database might be a
copyright work owned by the library.

your library may want to investigate.
Although a copyright notice is not
mandatory to protect your works, it is
always a good idea to use at least a short
copyright notice and warning and place
it prominently on your work. This will
help ensure others are clearly aware that
your works are protected by copyright.

Protecting Your Copyrights
Once you have identified the content
you own, you want to make sure that
your work is properly protected by copyright. In all Berne Copyright Convention
(www.wipo.org) member countries
(more than 180), copyright protection
is automatic upon the creation of a
work—that is, once a work is in print
or saved on a hard drive and is fixed
in some form, that work is automatically protected by copyright. There is
no need to register the work or use a
copyright symbol.
Generally, however, it is advisable
to register works with your country’s
copyright office prior to publicly disseminating those works. This will provide you with some advantages should
you ever have to enforce your rights in
court. To save time and money, you can
often register a group of works (e.g., a
collection of images) rather than each
individual work. Many countries now
accept copyright registrations through
their Web sites.
Some enterprises use technological
measures or DRM (digital rights management) systems to only allow authorized users to access their content,
such as by entering a password or using
other similar means. This is something

Opportunities to Benefit
If you would like to distribute your content to others, you must decide whether
you want to distribute it for free or
charge a fee for use or purchase. The
answer likely will depend on how you
answer some questions. What is the
value of the content? Look at similar
content to see what it is worth. Who
is your audience? You need to have a
marketing plan and determine how you
will reach your audience.
You may need to be creative in
exploiting your content. For example,
you might prepare compilations of different works, or change the media of
the original work to make it more attractive to a potential purchaser. You will
have to consider how you will distribute
your content—from your own Web site,
for example, or through a third party
that is equipped for online commerce.
Your plan may include trying different
ways of exploiting your work for the first
year to experiment and see what is successful. Be creative and flexible. See
what others are doing with their content
and determine over time what works
best for you. SLA

LESLEY ELLEN HARRIS is a copyright lawyer who consults on legal, business and strategic issues in the publishing,
content, entertainment, Internet and information industries. She is editor of a print newsletter, The Copyright and New
Media Law Newsletter (for a sample copy, send an e-mail to contact@copyrightlaws.com), and teaches the Click University
seven-course certificate program in copyright management. She maintains a blog on copyright questions and answers at
www.copyrightanswers.blogspot.com. The second edition of her book, Licensing Digital Content: A Practical Guide for
Librarians, was just published (see www.licensingdigitalcontent.blogspot.com).
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1–3 December,
Olympia Conference Centre,
London, UK

ONLINE INFORMATION
CONFERENCE 2009

INFORMATION + CONVERSATION =
COLLABORATION + INNOVATION
1–3 December,
Olympia Conference Centre, London, UK
Why you should attend:
■ Hear keynote presentations from Dame Wendy
Hall & Professor Nigel Shadbolt, University of
Southampton, UK; Blaise Cronin, Editor-in-Chief,
Journal of the American Society for Information
Science and Technology, USA and Charlene Li,
Co-Author ‘Groundswell: Winning in a World
Transformed by Social Technologies’, USA
■ Learn about:

– Advances in the semantic web – what it means
for the information professional
– Innovations in the social web
– How information professionals can deliver and
demonstrate value

■ Hear from more than 90 international expert

speakers, including representatives from: Allen &
Overy, BBC, Forrester, IBM, KPMG, Microsoft,
Outsell, Oracle, University of Oxford, World
Wildlife Fund and Yahoo! amongst others
■ Mix and match sessions from three different topic
tracks each day
■ Attend pre-conference workshops on Monday
30 November covering ‘Web Search’ and
‘The SharePoint Academy’
■ Automatic free entry to the Online Information
& IMS 2009 exhibitions which run alongside
the conference

View full programme information and book your place at
www.online-information.co.uk/conference
Twitter Hashtag: #ONLINE09
Official Show
Publication:

Platinum Conference
Sponsor:

Delegate Drinks
Sponsor:

Supporting Associations:
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Retaining Knowledge
and Driving Innovation
Informal training and development can enable information
professionals to help their organizations be more innovative
during lean times.
BY DEBBIE SCHACHTER, MLS, MBA

As most information professionals are
aware, ongoing learning is an integral
part of our professional development.
Not only is it our individual responsibility to continuously update our knowledge and skills, it is also the mark of
an innovative and healthy organization
to seek to develop its staff.
In times of economic challenge,
however, employee development is
frequently an early victim of budget
cuts. At the same time that employment security is becoming more tentative, formal training budgets are being
reduced. For information professionals who lose their positions, keeping
up with industry changes and staying
ahead of the learning curve become
more difficult—and more critical.
For this reason alone, it is important to take advantage of opportunities
for personal or career development
whenever possible, particularly if your
employer provides formal training. But
even if your job is safe, consider that
more than 80 percent of employees
around the world worry that their current skills will not sustain them for
more than five years (Pace 2009).
Identify the gaps in your abilities and
see if your employer offers programs to
address these deficits.

Frequently, employers are unable to
support specific individual training and
development requirements. Addressing
the gaps in your knowledge and skills
may mean having to pay significant
costs for courses and professional
development, but the investment in
your professional future is well worth
it. At the same time, there are a lot
of inexpensive ways to continue your
education and training. In fact, this is
how association memberships often
pay for themselves—SLA, for example,
offers Click U, the Innovation Lab, and
networking opportunities with other
librarians, to name just a few professional development initiatives.

Pursuing Informal Learning
Another option is to pursue informal training or development opportunities within your organization. In
fact, formalized learning may not be
the most effective form of training or
development for many work situations.
According to Pieter De Vries and Heide
Lukosch (2009), “Research has shown
that there is a gap between the knowledge needed at the workplace and
the knowledge and skills deriving from
formal learning . . . it shows that formal

learning alone is not flexible enough to
react to fast changes taking place in
today’s companies’ surroundings.”
Some organizations may recognize
this but not understand how to develop
effective informal training opportunities
in their workplace. Others may focus on
providing informal opportunities through
communities of learning, seminars, or
social networking opportunities.
Organizations that are interested in
being innovative should understand the
importance of informal learning opportunities, especially during times when
formal opportunities cannot be accommodated within the budget. Developing
informal learning opportunities within
your organization or within your peer
group of information professionals is a
way to take advantage of the knowledge
and expertise of the group without
incurring direct costs. Such opportunities should also be promoted as a direct
value to the organization.
In the early part of this decade,
organizations focused on how to retain
workers in a competitive employment
environment. Today, the focus is on
trying to retain the best workers in the
organization. At the same time, there
is increased pressure on employees
to help their organizations outperform
competitors in a very tight marketplace. The need to be innovative is
even more critical when organizations
and their staff members are facing
such pressures.
Information professionals traditionally
have filled an important role in helping
sustain and develop informal learn-

DEBBIE SCHACHTER is director of technology and collection management for the Vancouver Public Library, where she
has responsibility for library systems, technical services, and collection management for a 22-branch library system. She
is president of SLA’s Western Canada Chapter and has more than 18 years’ experience in a variety of nonprofit and forprofit settings, including news, legal and social services organizations. She can be reached at dschach@telus.net.
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ing opportunities within organizations.
Often, we are the knowledge managers
and serve as important hubs in internal communication webs. The current
economic environment offers us an
opportunity to be proactive with executives on ways to sustain and develop
the organization’s knowledge base and
promote our role in these areas.
By identifying the benefits of informal
training and development, often available at minimal cost, information professionals can help their organizations
be more innovative in these times of
economic challenge. Informal training
provides opportunities to retain critical
organizational knowledge, especially
the tacit knowledge that is difficult to
capture when there is a great deal of
employee turnover. When staff turnover is high (given that involuntary
departures often lead to an increase
in voluntary departures as well), information professionals must be forceful
in stating the need to retain essential

There are a lot of inexpensive ways to continue your
education and training.

internal knowledge and to help to
develop new communication networks
for sustaining innovation.
The bottom line is that ongoing
professional development is essential
for information professionals. It is not
always possible for our employers to
provide us with the training opportunities we require, so we need to create
our own development plans and be willing to make an investment in our own
future. At the same time, we can help
identify and sustain informal training
opportunities within our organizations,
benefiting ourselves and our employers through knowledge retention and
new communication networks. SLA

REFERENCES
De Vries, Pieter, and Heide Lukosch.
2009. Supporting Informal Learning at
the Workplace. International Journal of
Advanced Corporate Learning, 2(3): 39.
Pace, Anne. 2009. The Great Skills Chase.
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Spread The Word…

2009 RECRUIT-A-MEMBER CAMPAIGN
You know the value of your SLA membership. Now it’s time to let your colleagues know.
GRAND PRIZE FOR TOP MEMBER RECRUITER

RECOGNITION FOR EVERY RECRUITER

• FREE registration to the SLA 2010 Annual
Conference & INFO-EXPO in New Orleans

All members who recruit at least one new member will
receive the following:
• A President’s Club lapel pin and membership in the
President’s Club, a special designation signifying your
commitment to SLA

• Special recognition in Information Outlook
EVERYBODY WINS
• An invitation to join from you, a current SLA
member, means special recognition for the new
member. Every new member recruited will also
have the chance to win a US$ 50 gift card.
• Receive a US$ 50 gift card for every 10 new
members you recruit

• Recognition on the SLA Web site
CHAPTER AND DIVISION PRIZES
One free SLA conference registration will be awarded to
the chapter and division with the most new members. A
free conference registration will also be awarded to the
chapter and division with the largest percentage growth
in membership.

For complete details about the 2009 Recruit-a-Member Campaign, visit www.sla.org/recruit.

New member applications and dues payments must be received by 31 December 2009.

CLICK
UNIVERSITY

CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS

Three Great Certifcate Programs for Information Professionals.
Sign up today. Classes begin January 2010.


Knowledge Management and Knowledge Services



Copyright Management



Competitive Intelligence

For complete details on all Click University programs visit www.sla.org/clicku

INFO SITES

A Toolbox of
Online Applications
the settlement (the settlement itself
and links to news items) and offers
an opportunity to discuss the topics
we care about: libraries, copyright,
global implications, digitization, and
the future of publishing. The site also
provides an opportunity to contribute
to the group’s amicus brief, which is
set up as a wiki for easy access. This
site on such an important development in our industry is certainly worth
a look, and a search or two.

SearchDeck
Engine Journal lets you evaluate online tools
Dept.
and applications and compare their features.
BY CAROLYN J. SOSNOWSKI, MLIS

Search Engine Journal
www.searchenginejournal.com/search-marketing-mashable-posts/11312/

“A toolbox of toolboxes” isn’t what this
site is called, but I think it sums up
the content pretty well. Search Engine
Journal has compiled about 150 toolboxes from Mashable (www.mashable.
com) and put them on two pages. I like
the lists that let me one-stop-shop for
applications that do similar things—I
don’t have to go looking for them, and
it’s easier to compare features. Among
other things, you’ll find blogger widgets,
reputation tracking tools, Web site monitoring services, resources for making
lists, online maps, employment resources, Twitter follow and research suggestions, and Firefox extensions (way too
many to count). You could spend days
exploring, but I recommend picking one
list a week to keep it under control.

SLA 2009 Resources
www.sla.org/content/Events/conference/
ac2009/Conference/handouts/index.cfm
www.sla.org/content/Events/conference/
ac2009/Conference/contibpap.cfm

If you weren’t able to attend SLA 2009,
you can still take part in the conference
experience. We’ve collected many of the
presentations from the conference and
posted them on our Web site. You’ll find
links to handouts on a wide variety of
topics, including library greening, federal
libraries, open access, knowledge management, negotiating, competitive intelligence skills, globalization, embedded
librarianship, Web 2.0 tools, and demonstrating value. (Note that some of the presentations are available as podcasts—the

next best thing to being there.) The contributed papers, which were presented
in three sessions during the conference,
offer in-depth explorations of the theme,
“Adapt, Leverage, and Communicate.”

Your Brain at Work
http://yourbrainatwork.org/

The Public Index
http://thepublicindex.org/

You’ve probably seen (and maybe
even read) more than a few articles
about the Google Book settlement,
but you still may not have a good
understanding of its components and
implications or know what individuals
and organizations are saying about it.
Developed by the Public-Interest Book
Search Initiative and the Institute
for Information Law and Policy at
New York Law School, the Public
Index presents documents related to

Are you finding it hard to commit to
“lifelong” learning? Do you feel that
your capacity to learn has diminished
over the years? (Me, too.) Your Brain
at Work offers insights about how we
receive and process information and
suggests exercises and strategies for
better information retention (multi-tasking is not one of them). The more you
learn, the more you can learn. This site
was developed by the Dana Alliance
for Brain Initiatives and the Conference
Board and is based on a print booklet
produced in 2007. SLA

CAROLYN SOSNOWSKI is SLA’s information specialist. She has
more than 13 years’ experience in libraries, including six years in
SLA’s Information Center. She can be reached at csosnowski@sla.org.
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COMING EVENTS / AD INDEX

OTHER EVENTS
OCTOBER

webinars
For more information on these SLA
online seminars, and to register, go
to www.sla.org/clicku.

LIVE WEBINARS:
21 October

26-28
Internet Librarian
Information Today
Monterey, Calif., U.S.A.
www.infotoday.com/il2009/
27-30
International ACM Conference
on Management of Emergent
Digital EcoSystems
Lyon, France
http://sigappfr.acm.org/MEDES/09/

Managing the Intranet in
Recessionary Times
4 November

Management and Leadership:
Which Hat Should You Be Wearing?
2 December

Understanding Digital Libraries
16 December

Becoming Green (or Greener) in
Your Workplace: Moving Past
the Simple Steps

REPLAY WEBINARS:

Basics of Web Site Management,
Parts 1 and 2
Instructor: David Lee King

Advanced Web Searching
Strategies, Part 1: Google and
Friends
Instructor: Greg Notess

Advanced Web Searching
Strategies, Part 2: Beyond the
Web Databases
Instructor: Greg Notess

Are Your Technologies More
Collaborative Than Your Org
Charts? (Part 1)
Instructor: Rebecca Jones

4-6
European Competitive
Intelligence Summit
Society of Competitive
Intelligence Professionals
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
www.scip.org/content.cfm?itemnumber=6968
4-6
International Conference
on Intelligent Networking
and Collaborative Systems
Barcelona, Spain
www.uoc.edu/symposia/incos2009/
11-14
MCN Annual Conference
Museum Computer Network
Portland, Oregon, U.S.A.
www.mcn.edu/conferences/index.
asp?subkey=2266
17-19
Enterprise Search Summit (West)
Information Today
San Jose, Calif., U.S.A.
http://enterprisesearchsummit.com/west2009/

The World Is at My Doorstep
and the House Is a Mess: Putting
Our Information in its Place in a
Digital Age
Instructor: William Jones

29-4 December
5th International Conference
on Signal Image Technology and
Internet-Based Systems
IEEE and ACM
Marrakesh, Morocco
www.u-bourgogne.fr/SITIS/09/

DECEMBER
1-3
Online Information 2009
London, U.K.
www.online-information.co.uk/online09/
index.html
3-4
International Conference
on Knowledge Management
Hong Kong, China
http://ickm2009.pbwiki.com/

For information on these and
other Click University courses
and seminars, including new
classes on copyright,
see www.sla.org/clicku.
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SLA Annual Conference
New Orleans, Louisiana
www.sla.org/neworleans2010

JANUARY 2010
12-15
ALISE 2010
Association for Library and
Information Science Education
Boston, Massachusetts, U.S.A.
http://www.alise.org/mc/page.
do?sitePageId=84121&orgId=ali
27- 30
SLA Leadership Summit
Special Libraries Association
St. Louis, Missouri, U.S.A.
www.sla.org

FEBRUARY 2010
23-26
International Conference
on Digital Libraries
The Energy and
Resources Institute
New Delhi, India
www.teriin.org/events/icdi/
28-2 March
NFAIS Annual Conference
National Federation of
Advanced Information Services
Philadelphia, Pa., U.S.A.
www.nfais.org/events/event_details.
cfm?id=58

APRIL 2010

How Social is Your Web Site?
Instructors: Darlene Fichter and
Jeff Wisniewski

7-11
Military Libraries Workshop
Special Libraries Association
Nashville, Tennessee, U.S.A.
www.dtic.mil/mlw/2009/index.html

NOVEMBER

Ten Top Technologies for 2009
Instructor: Michael Stephens

13 - 15 JUNE 2010
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12-14
Computers in Libraries
Information Today
Arlington, Va., U.S.A.
www.infotoday.com/cil2010/default.asp
26-28
Emerging Technologies in
Academic Libraries
Trondheim, Norway
www.ntnu.no/ub/emtacl/
29-2 May
AIIP Annual Conference
Association of Independent
Information Professionals
Cleveland, Ohio, U.S.A.
www.aiip.org/conference
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5 reasons why access to the
ACS Legacy Archives is essential

1 2 3 4 5
QUALITY

QUANTITY

These seminal
papers from the
most-cited journals
in chemistry still
inspire today’s
researchers

Instant access to all
titles published by
the ACS from 1879
to 1995 — that’s
464,057 articles!

HIGHLY
CITED

HIGHLY
UTILIZED

1 out of every
3 cites to ACS
journals are to
content in the
Legacy Archives*

Legacy Archives
usage increased by
30% in Q1 of 2009,
compared to the
same period
in 2008

ENDURING

The Legacy Archives
contains many
vital syntheses that
have stood the test
of time and are as
priceless today as
when they were
frst discovered

A one-time payment option is available to secure ongoing access to the Legacy Archives. And now
it’s more aﬀordable than ever before, because you can spread your one-time payments over a
2-year or 3-year period.
Customers who choose the one-time payment option access the Archives from ACS servers and
are charged a nominal annual maintenance fee. An aﬀordable Legacy Archives annual leased fee
subscription is also available. For more information about the ACS Legacy Archives, visit the Legacy
Archives website at www.pubs.acs.org/Archives
Ask your ACS Account Representative about combining the Legacy Archives with the new
ACS Symposium Series to gain signifcant one-time payment option savings. The ACS Symposium
Series provides current comprehensive coverage of chemistry and all interfacing areas of science.
Peer reviewed, indexed by Scifnder®, and fully integrated on the ACS Web Editions Platform.

*Using 2007 Thomson-Reuters Journal Citation Report data, a comparison of cites to Legacy Archives articles in 2007 to total citations in 2007 to ACS journals with content in the
Archives revealed that 32% of 2007 total ACS journal citations were to articles in Legacy Archives.

Welcome to a new era in professional searching.
Dialog®, a leader in online information services for professional searchers, now offers ProQuest® products to
corporate customers. The combination of precision search on Dialog with easy access to full text from ProQuest
creates an unparalleled resource to support your organization’s research needs. So whether you need research
workﬂow tools like Professional ProQuest Central, ProQuest Pharma Collection, ProQuest Dissertations & Theses,
Technology Research Database or RefWorks-COS, you can ﬁnd them all in one place. Start here.

Discove
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Validate
e
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e

Market

To learn more about ProQuest products available
through Dialog, visit www.dialog.com/proquest

